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By David Joachim
Statesman Editor Emeritus
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, In 1991, the university announced plans to up-
grade its program - which largely competes in Divi-
sion III, except in its lacrosse and women's soccer
programs - and begin competing in Division I, the
highestlevel of college competiton, in all varsity sports.
University President John Marburger has said the up-

Sce DEAN on page 7 *
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A -- top St. John's University
athletics official has been
chosen to head Stony
Brook's athletic depart-

ment and its planned upgrade to a Divi-
sion I varsity program, sources close to
the selection process said.

Richard Laskowski, associate director of the
school's Division I program, will take office as the
department's dean at the end of the month, he con-
firmed last week, after serving 18 years at the Queens,
N.Y., private university.

"I've accepted the position," he told Statesman in
a telephone interview. The final paper is not signed,
but I'll be out dtre March 31. I'm not concerned that
sonething will fall through."

While the university has not publicly announced
the move, a source in the athletic department, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, confirmed that a
search comuittee has recommended hiring Laskowski
and the provost's office has approved his appointment

Are decision is made," the source said. "It's just
caught up in the beauracracy."

Laskowski will leave his post March 30 as second
in charge of athletics at St John's prominent program
and begin worke heme d next day, he said. "'Stony
Brook's offer is an ity that comes along very
rarely in a lifetime," he said, "to crea your own

progra fr infancy. , .
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-RIchard Laskowsld

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK

De-an

University to name top St. John's
official to head athletic upgrade

Road to Big-Time
May Be Bumpy
W x THE RKHARD LASKOWSKf'FIRST HEARD

that Stony Brook wanted to up
grade to big-time Division I ath-

letics, he was skeptical. "I told them, 'I'm not
sure you really understand the price of a
Division I institution,' " he said. 'Do you
realize how far you are from other Division I

schools?"

I

Now he's changed
hisattitudetowardStony
Brook'sroadtoDivision
| I. He's had to. He's been
putinchargeofmapping
it out

Laskowski,whohas
travelled a Division I in-
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David Joachim will leave
hisassociate

director job March 30 and become Stony
Brook's athletic dean the next day.

"I don't have the luxury of a vacation,"
he told me in a telephone interview last week.
"Work has to be done right now."

His work will start by asking many of
you for more money. Right now, undergradu-
ates pay $24 a year to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association to subsidize Stony
Brook's Division pga. He'll be asking
for a $6 raise.

"Funds have to be considered first," he
said. '"is is just the first step in a long road
to Division I."

A potentially bumpy one, too. Brooklyn
College tried to upgrade its Division m pro-
gram to Division I a few years ago. Now
diem's no program to upgrade.

Concerned about that kind of risk,
Laskowski initially advised the university to
abandon the idea when he was asked his
expert advice last summer, before he was a
candidate for dean. The university indicated
then that they really didn't have a choice," he
said.

Administrators explained that with
15,000 students, Stony Brook had outgrown
its Division m opponents, whose average
student population is about one-fifth the size.
"By numbers alone you're superior to them
adtletically," Laskowski said. 'No one wants
to play Stony Brook . . . I agreed: Either go
Division I or drop Division in and go with a
strong intramuna prognan" Mme university's
desire to put itself on the map as a big-time

cllege made the choice clear.
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art world. Staffer Center for the Arts in Theater one at 12:40 p.m.-2:10 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 18

Womens Studiks Sociology Lecture. "Divorce in Post-Victorian America ' in the
Old Engineering Building Room 145 at 8:30 p.m. - 9:45 p.mn

Centerfor Women s Concerns. "Take Back The Night" in the Stony Brook Union
at 8:30 p.m. Call 632-2000.

Caeer Women*s Network Luncheon. Guest Speaker Dr. Joan Faro. In the Stony
Brook union Ballroom at Noon. $7.25/ payable in advance, call 632-6040.

FRIDAY, MARCH 19

University Counseling Center Group Shop Workshop. "Depression: Causes and
Treatment" Noon - 1:15 p.m. To register, call 632-6715.

C.O.CA Film. -Consenting Adults," 7:00 p.m., 9:30 pm. and midnight Javits
Lecture Center Room 100 $1.50; $1 with SBID.

SATURDAY, MARCH 20

CO.C.A. Fib& '*Consenting Adults," 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight Javits Lecture
Center Room 100 $1.50; $1 with SBID.

Women's VokeYbhl Townment 9 a.mn Indoor Sports Complex. Call 632-7200.

StaUer Center PresenUtion. "Hong Kong Ballet" Main Stage 8 p.m. $22; $20;
children 12 and under get half price. Call 632-7230.

SUNDAY, MARCH 21

C.O.CA. Fim "Consenting Adults," 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight. Javits Lecture
Center Room 100 $1.50; $1 with SBID.

Department of Music. "Bach Birthday Fest," Staller Center for the Arts in the
Recital Hall at 3:00 p.m. Call 632-7330

MONDAY, MARCH 15

University Coselig Cener. Group Shop Workshop I, Stress Management:
Relaxing the Mind and Body. Noon - 1:15 p.mn
Call 632- 6715

Women's History Philosophy Lecture. "Racism and Feminist Theory," Ellen Feder,
philosophy. 5:00 - 6:20 p.m. Humanities Room 240.

last Day for removal of Incomplete and NR grades from the fall semester.

Women's History Mon& "Clothesline Ceremony and Display: Graphic Illustra-
tions of Violence Against Women." Stony Brook Union Bi-Level 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 16

Economics Society Meeting. Guest Speaker Professor Prusa Social Behavioral
Science Building in Room N-702 at 8 p.n.

T7e Altenatve Cinema "Rosa Luxemberg" Stony Brook Union Auditorium
$2.00 admission at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.-m

Teact Arts Lecaw "Images, Modes and Behavior of Wornen in the 18th
Century," 11:30 am-1:30 p.m. Staller Center for the Arts Room 3114.

University Police Community R s Unit Safety Awareness Program. 11:00
a.m-2:30p.m. Health Science Center Level 3 Room 171.
Call 632-7786 or 632-9317.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17

flappy St Paitrs Da!

Campus Now, "A legal Perspective on Domestic Relations Law," Social Behavioral
Science Building. in Room S-216 at Noon.
Call 632-7117.

^Multmedia In-Person Performance. by 'Tie Guerilla Girls," the conscience of the
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Special University Rate for
Spring Semesterd

*FREE local phone calls *New oversized rooms
*FREE exercise room *Non-Smoking floors
*FREE HBOMSG,ESPN *In-room movies
*Closest hotel to SUNY *Handicap rooms
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By Krista A. DeMaria
Stuatesmn Ediu-in-Oief

because of damage from the storm. Engineer Frank
Nappe, who controls most of the academic buildings on
main campus, said he was called to work on Saturday at 5
p.mL when all of the university's power was lost. "I was
here for 12 hours because the generator at the plant went
down:" he said. "I had to reset everything and wait for the
plant to circulate again."

The university lost power for almost dtree hours
during the storm, said Bill Friburger, a supervisor for the
West Campus physical plant "The entire campus was
knocked out including the hospital," he said. "But every-
thing has been completely restored."

However, some faculty and staffmembers conplained

See BLIZZARD on page 7
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Commuters scrambled to find park-
ing on campus Monday morning - and,
in somw cases, created their own parking
lots - after snow left by the worst bliz-
zard to hit Long Island in over a decade
iced and blocked spaces.

The cast campus physical plant was
in charge of cleanup after the blizzard and
called in a grounds crew as early as Satur-
day night to begin removing the snow.
"Even the director is out there hopping,"
said Jackie Taylor, assistant to the director
of East Campus Physical Plant "Some of
the grounds crew have been here straight
through since Saturday."

But students who parked in lots on
campus had problems finding a space and
were scared because of the numerous icy
patches on the pavement. "In South P-lot
there were huge mounds of snow taking
up spots, and the. rne was a sheet of ice."
said junior Chad Baldante. 'There wasn't
even any officers helping the cars through
the lot"

Herb Petty, assistantdirectorforpark-
ing, said his crew was in on Monday at
7:30 anm to direct traffic in time for morn-
ing classes. "We went especially to South
P-lot to coordinate all traffic," he said. S r ^ui
"We also wanted to make sure that cars Sh a rro n u l
weren't parking three in a row, we specifi-
cally went there to help people park."

Commuter college, however, has heard many cries
for help from stranded students who want their cars towed
at the university's expense, and according to Commuter
Secretary Jan Vanessendelft there aren'tany officers around
to help. "People are calling because they need to be
towed," she said. "We told them to find a public safety
officer, but they can't find any."

According to Taylor, the campus conditions may not
be up to par because the maintenance of the hospital is the
priority for the physical plant grounds crew. But she said
walkways and roadways on main campus have been
cleared for classes. "ere are certain areas they can't get
to," she said. "There are only so many guys."

The engineers for the plant, who control the tempera-
mm of the buildings, were also called in for over time duty

ck, left, and Alexia Small dig their car out of G Quad lot early Monday.
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Student Union Fireside Lounge
Between 12:30 - 2:30

Tuesday, March 16, 1993
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Campus mirrors and windows smashed
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$4.000. No one has been arrested yet.
* Money was stolen from a coat pocket while in a

fourth floor room in the Life Science budding on March
2. The $120 was taken when the room was unsecured.

* A 3' by 3' bathroom window in Langmuir Col-
lege C-1 was broken on March 1. The $200 worth of
damage was reported by the resident assistant

* A 1992 rented Mazda had $2442 cash and checks
stolen from a briefcase that was left in the car while it
was parked in the student union parking lot A wool
cashmere coat worth $275 was also stolen. Access was
gained by bending the flame on the passenger side door
costing the rental agency $150.

* Two textbooks were stolen from a bookbag in the
Library computer lab on March 1. The suspect took the
books, valued at $70, while the owner was away. No
one was seen taking the books.

* A hallway mirror worth $50 was broken in James
College on March 5. A beer botde was determined to be
the cause of the break and pieces were found on the
floor along with blood. The trail was traced to a suspect
who didn't admit to
the crime but said he POLICE; BLOTTER

woulId pay for dam-
ages.Hewasrefered Michele W alz
to Student Affain.

* A black Chevrolet El Camino with license plates
NY BADSPORT was stolen from the South P lot on
March 5. It was worth $8,000 and has not been recov-
ered.

* In the Student Union Commuter Lounge 16 pool
balls and a cue stick were stolen on March 5. 3he
equipment was worth $90 and there are no suspects.

* A window was broken on March 4 in an E-0

lounge in O'Neill. '
* A 1986 Pontiac was entered and $1,000 of stereo

equipment was stolen while parked in the South P lot on
March 4. A Clarion amplifier, a Toshiba amplifier, a
Clarion stereo, two speaker boxes, and an eqalizer were
stolen. There was no sign of forced entry and no suspects.

* A rock was thrown through a 3' by 5' window in
a first floor room in Dewey College on March 4.
Nobody was hurt and the damage was $150.

* Two windshield wipers were broken on March 2
on a state green pickup truck that was in the loading
zone by the Staller Center. The blades were worth $50.

* A computer program was knowingly erased in
Central Hall on March 2 by an unknown individual.
The suspect debased records that were for immigration
purposes. In order to employ staff to build up the
programs on the computer the damage estimate is
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Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They

don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
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v By Vincent Grasso
Sesm Associate News Editor

Commuters may not have to pay the
mandatory bus fee if a proposal suggesting
to use student activity fee money is ac-
cepted by the Student Polity Association.

A committee, chaired by Commuter
Senator Paul Giotopoulus, composed a plan
and submitted the final draft to Polity sug-
gesting to use 85 percent, but not exceed-
ing $275,000, of the Polity reserve account
offseting the cost of the bus fee. The re-
serve account is the excess student activity
fee money that is collected from the stu-
dents who are not counted when figuring
the budget. The plan to use the money is to
-be on the referendum this spring.

However, Polity Treasurer Corey Wil-
liams, a commuter, said that there is not
enough money in the reserve fund to do
anything about giving funding to the bus
fee. "We don't have anywhere near
$275,000 in the reserve account," he said.
Williams also said that to use the reserve,
account is unwise because the cash is a
lump sum used in case of emergencies. The
money was used two years ago to pay for
the $50,000 debt incurred by I-CON XI.
"It's not like this money is just sitting in the
bank doing nothing," said Williams.

The reserve account was not the only
way that Giotopoulos and the committee
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* Choose your level of income
* Receive lump sum withdrawals anytime
* Create an estate for your family
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RETIRING EDUCATORS' ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
It Is Your Retirement, It Is Your Money

And Now It Is Your Choice. . .

REAP WHAT YOU SOW!
Call Now for more information: 1-800 786-1598
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proposed to pay for the bus fee. He said
that they also plan to look into advertising
on the buses and they hope that adnminis-
tration will aid in cutting the fee for the
students.

"We know that we won't be able to get
all the money we need from the reserve
account, but every little bit helps," said
Giotopoulus.

But the plan was not met with ap-
proval by all members of the Senate or all
students. At the March 3 Senate meeting, a
resident senator made a motion to have the
bus fee taken off referendum because resi-
dents shouldn't have to pay for the bus fee
at the possible cost of student activities.
But the motion failed 16-20 with three
abstentions keeping the bus fee proposal
on the referendum.

"Just leave it on the referendum and let
the students decide. There's nothing more
democratic than that," said Commuter
President Vincent Bruzzese.

Bruzzese said that he has checked with
Dr. William Murabito, the SUNY central
assistant vice chancellor of student affairs,
who said that the bus fee was an appropri-
ate use of student activity fee money. Bing-
hamton University uses its student activity
fee to pay for the buses, according to
Bruzzese, because the chancellors guide-
lines allow them to. Commuters may not have to pay the fare if students approve the referendum.
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But what about Brooklyn?
DThe reasons Brooklyn dropped
its program are complicated," he
said. "They were living on a
month-to-month budget. Their
program was not designed to pre-
vent shortcomings with funding."

The college's failure taught
Stony Brook a lesson, he said.
"We wouldn't ever eo on to Divi-

.1 - In 1%-.-. . - - 6- - -.

sion I until we were sure we could
be a viable Division I school financially,"
Laskowski said. "We would have to be
able to guarantee the money will be there
even with a fiscal disaster."

That's not enough for at least one
faculty member, who is slam-dunking the
new dean's appointment.

"It's a waste of money," says Joel
Rosenthal, professor of history and former
head of his department. 'The teams seem
to be playing pretty well without a dean of
athletics."

Pretty strong words, indeed, but it's
not the first time he's body-checked the
university's athletic department Rosenthal
has been outspokenly against the Division
I move since University President John
Marburger unveiled the plan late in 1991.
He started early, but he' s echoing the ongo-
ing fight between athletics and academics
in America's major universities.

"It seems like a silly priority," he said.
"We're not in the image business, we're in
the education business ... The crowds are

small, the teams are expensive and the
library is a shambles."

He's talking about a report in the
Chronicle of Higher Education last week
that shows Stony Brook's library budget
slipping from 72 in the nation to 83. 'That's
our long-term investment," he said. "You
never catch up. . .I mean, who gives a
-- about sports?

"I haven't seen a big studentoutcry for
bigger athletics. It's only the administra-
tors and faculty."

Wait just one dribbling minute, says
the athletic department. 'That's someone
who doesn't see the whole picture" said
KenAlber, the university'sdirectorofsports

information.
`When he says that the money will

come from library funding, that's just
wrong," Alber said. 'The state will only
fund a program at the Division III level. No
money will come from tuition." He noted
thatstudents decide in areferendum whether
to fund the NCAA program. "With a tu-
ition increase, you just get it," he said.
"You either pay it or you go elsewhere."

Still, Rosenthal doesn't see the point
in asking students for more money. "So
what? We'll now move up from playing
Wagner to New Jersey Ramapo," he said.
"We still won't play Syracuse or other
teams that we really want to see."

Not so, says the athletic department.
And the university's Division I lacrosse
and women's soccer teans are proof. "Look

at who we play now," Alber said. "Notre
Dame, Colgate, Penn., . . . Columbia,
Georgetown. If we can attract those teams,
we're confident we'll be able to attract
others."

That's if Laskowski is successful in
dodging the other obstacles, like the diffi-
cult process of Division I conference affili-
ation and Stony Brook's inconvenient lo-
cation. That's just a glimpse at the hurdles
he'll have tojump before you see the Patri-
ots on ESPN.

But don't buy your cable subscription
yet. Laskowski is taking his time. "I don't
anticipate coming in and making any im-
mediate changes," he said. "I'll mainly be
observing for the first few months."

If Rosenthal and the national tug-of-
war between college athletics and academ-
ics is an indicator, he may have to start by
putting on the boxing gloves instead.
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Come Hear The Truth!!!
--' Lecture by

iPROFESSOR
NORMAN ROSENBAUM

Brother of Yankel Rosenbaum,
who was killed in the

pogrom of Crown Heights, 1991

Professor Rosenbaum will lecture on
Anti-Semitism today and bow we are all affected

SUNY at STONY BROOK
JAVITS LECTURE HAL

ROOM 102

Tuesday, March 16 1993, 7:30 pm

Questions & Answer to follow lecture

Adminsson is free

For more information vail:
Cbabad at SUNY Stony Brook, (516) 585-0521

Show that you care!!!
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DEAN from page 1

grade will be gradual, staring with a Divi-
sion II program before 1997.

Laskowski, who said he was originay
opposed to the upgrade at Stony Brook, said
thatamajor change is emessary because the
university is too large to continue tocorpete
in Division m. 'Sy numbers alone you're

-superior to [other schoools] a eay, he
said. "No one wants to play Stony Brook."
Theaverage Division m school hasasiudent
population of about 3,000, he said com-
pared with Stony Brook's 15,000 under-
gxbaduae and dte stunts

After meeting with administaors who
support the move, "I agrceed Either go
Division I or drop Division m and go with
a strong intramural program," he said. Too
few schools compete in Division n to con-
sider it an option, he noted.

Laskowski said he now believes the
university can pull off the upgrade, despite
his initial concern that Stony Brook is too
far from prominent Division I schools to
attract them to compete against it. YeU
support of the president is probably what
sold me on it," he said. "Everybody is
dedicated to the move . . . I wouldn't be
coming over it I wasn't confident"
- Mauburger could not be reached for
comment.

The new dean has served as St. John's
associate director since 1982, where he
oversees 10 varsity sports. Before that, he
headed the school's intramural program
and organized a counseling program to
prepare athletes for life after college if they
did not turn professional. When he staed
the counseling program in 1974, he was

BLIZZARD from page 3

yesterday morning that die buildings were
not warm enough. Chris Coffey, a West
Campus physical plant engineer, said that
he received about one complaint for every
building he controls. "We try to maintain
basic climate control," he said. 'Today
some people have made complaints that

-

L-
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--

one of about 20 sports counselors nation-
wide who "taught [athletes] how to have a
life and secure a job outside of athletics,"
he said. "Now, there's probably one at
every major university."

He atte-ded St. John's on a baseball
scholarship and graduated in 1966. His ca-
reer started as a teacher at LaSalle Academy
in Manhattan in 1965, where he had gradu-
ated in 1960. He left LaSalle in 1969 to
become a counselor at Holy Trinity High
School in Hicksville as he coached lacrosse
at St John's. He received a doctorate in
administration from the university in 1980
and was awarded recognition from the Big
East as outstanding nistrator in 1991.

Laskowski said he will start by re-
viewing spring sports and intramurals and
touring the university's facilities. "But
mainly, I'll be observing for the first few
months," he said. "I don't anticipate com-
ing in and making any immediate changes."

He added that he will actively support
a raise in the student activity fee for NCAA
athletics from $24 per student to $30 per
student "I will meet with students who
have questions about it," he said.

"his is just the first step in a long road
to Division I."

The university has been without a per-
nent department head since Director

John Reeves left to head Columbia
University's program in 1991. Since then,
the university has interviewed six candi-
dates chosen from two rounds of searches
conducted by a university committee, said
Ken Alber, director of sports information.
Laskowski replaces the aent's act-
ing dean, John Ramsey, who will return to
his position as men's ahletic director.

the buildings are too cold."
The student and faculty complaints

muy be justified but Friburger and Taylor
agreed that all trucks and crews were uti-
lized to improve the campus conditions
after the stormn

"The whole crew has been working,
but it's like ice rocks out there," said Tay-
lor. "It's just that it's such a big campus."
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Better Security Means Safer Fun at Events
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-. Believe it or not, but we'd like to know.
Send letters and opinions to Student Union room 075, Campus Zip #3200.

8

functions thereafter, but what good
are metal detectors that don't work.
Fred Preston, vice president of
student affairs. and other top
administrators, then prohibited
concerts to be held in the Union
until further notice. This directive
has since been lifted, but the
problems remain the same.

The metal detector may as well
be decoration if so many knives
and other metal objects are passing
through it unchecked. If the
problem is with the people who
operate the machine, they should
be replaced. If the problem is with
the machine itself, it should be
regularly tested. Imagine if this were
an airport situation. One can't just
say -oops.'

Concerts and parties should
continue to be a big part of the
Stony Brook social scene, but we
must swallow our pride and accept
the fact that more security must be
present to be able to better handle
any untoward incidents. The fact
that more security may create a
more tense and less fun
environmentjust has to be included
in the equation. Security is there
for our protection, and safe fun is
what we want in the end. .. isn't it?

campus parties and concerts is a
very arbitrarily applied and
imprecise commodity, and it all
starts with students' wants and
desires.

We take the story of a rap concert
which occurred in fall of '90 in
which so much security was
provided as to make it seem as if the
administration did not trust the
students and their degree of
maturity. After finding that nothing
did indeed go wrong, they found it
fitting to maybe ease up the next
time a big concert came to school.
After all, who would want to feel as
if he is in a police state when
attempting to have fun?

The next major concert, which
was held in the Union ballroom,
was rap artist Special Ed. Seeing
that at the previous rap concert
ther no conflicts, security was not
as tight, yet still visibly present.

Thatwas the night all hell broke
loose. A small brick partition at
Papa Joe's Pizza was demolished, a
shot was fired, chairs were thrown,
and at least four people were
seriously injured. It was as a result
of this very major incident that
metal detectors were purchased and
applied at a wide array of student

The fight that occurred the
morning of March 6 couldn't have
occurred at a more crucial time
than it had. Marburger was to close
his doors on opinions about the
arming issue on Monday, March 8.
sealing the fate of the issue within
approxfimately two weeks afterward.

As a result ofthe fight, questions
about security are again being
raised. These questions are
undoubtedly answered by the oh-
so-common solution of 'when in
doubt of how to answer, shift the
blame to another party," with which
we are familiar.

In addition to the Polity security
officers mandated for such events
which are deemed to be high
security risks, a metal detector was
provided for additional security. Yet
there were weapons-knives in
particular; metal objects when last
we checked-utilized in the brawl
which left four people slashed and
five people, two of whom were
students, arrested.

Nobody seems to care about
why the knives eluded the metal
detectors or if weapons are often
carried into campus sponsored
events unnoticed. There is quite a
bit of history as to why security at
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and brake pumps on an army base near Ashkelon. 'The
base repairdeverything in thecentral part ofthe country,"
said Fox. "Everything from tanks to cars."

"We lucked out Others came home with grease in
their hair," Fox said. "All we had were dirty hands."

"Me training involved a lot of pointing, since we
spoke very little Hebrew," said Fox., "and our supervisor,
David, spoke very little English."

Placement was based on a volunteer's skills and
desires and the army's need. One can be assigned to the
army, navy, a local community, a hospital, or a kibbutz,
which is a communal fann or settlement

Upon arrival, said Fox, "an officer would 'size you
up' and you'd go into the next room to try on your
unifom."

Then Sergeant Major Michael Allush briefed the 36
volunteers on where they could and could not go on the
base.

"Allush explained that we were not allowed to take
pictures on the base unless we had our supervisor's
permission," said Fox.

On the tour, Allush had explained to the volunteers
that a lot of what they were seeing was top-secret
"Israelis have a lot of trust in volunteers because we were
shown things we were told to forget," said Fox.

Both of the students were surprised about the
informality of the army. "No one saluted Allush or
anything of that nature," said Fox. "We walked behind
him, not in a line but in a mass, like a bunch of tourists."

See ARMY on page 11

flunked my Anatomy and Physiology
class last semester, but now rIm acing it

See STUDY on pag 11
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Nancy Rones
Stadesm Staff Writ

/ _ t'S 6:30 a.m. girls, breakfast at 7:15," says a
Ik f long-term female volunteer. The two

f students roll out of bed, groggily put on their
f ~ uniforms and struggle with the thick, black

combat boots. They pull their hair back into
buns and, glancing out their dorm window, watch the sun
rise against the khaki-green backdrop of the base. These
stdents are ready for another day as volunteers in the
Israeli army.

"Israel is a magnificent place:' said Carin Fox, a 20-
year-old junior from Queens. "I didn't want to waste
such an extended vacation. I knew about this program
and I wanted to go."

While most Americans were celebrating the holidays,
Fox boarded a plane on December 28 to Israel as a
participant in the two-week work program, "Volunteers
for Israel." Joining Fox was Helene Schwartz, a 19-year-
old junior from North Woodmxxe.

"I've never been to Israel and I didn't want to pass
up an opportunity staring me in the face," said Schwartz.
But while neither expected the trip to be a rose garden, it
wasn't nearly as rough as they anticipated.

'Training was very simple," said Schwartz. "Nothing
like boot camp."

In fact, some people couldn't keep up with them.
"eat! Leat!" which means"slowdown" in Hebrew, was
often yelled at the two students by their supervisor. "We
were told we were working too fast for them," said Fox.

Both Fox and Schwartz we trainedto fix carburetors

Carin Fox for Satesn

Juniors Carin Fox (left) and Helene Schwartz in
Israel where they spent Winter intercession
volunteering in the Israeli Army

Dana Beckerman
Special to Statsmn

^^1 liding under the body of a
t y rusted automobile, a student

. '^^ prepares to study for his mid-
s s term, He clutches a wrench
f^ in one hand and tapes his

school notes to the bottom of the car with
the other. After each twist of tie wrench,
Gus Isaksson sneaks a quick glance at his
notes, which are slowly becoming grease
stained.

Studying. It' s a word that strikes fear
into the hearts of most students, but they
all must deal with it The library, student
center, dorms and houses arm the most
common places to study, but some
students have found more unusual
locations to accomplish this task.

"I've been known to get grease stains
on my notes, which makes them hard to
mad, but I figure studying half my notes
is better than none," says Isasson, an
English major who works as a mechanic.

Another student also gets her
studying done while at work. This
semester, I'm working as a student
eachr," sa23-year-d<dsenior=,a

Sexton. "I thought that it would be impos-
sible to get my schoolwork done and
work in a high school, but it's actually
been a great help. My students quiz me on
my notes and give me ideas for my papers.
It's good for tfiem, too, because it prepares
them for the kind of work they'll be faced
with in college."

"I combine studying with taking a
bat," says 21-year-old Christine Nicols,
a sociology major who works in one of
the campus's daycare centers. 'My mom
has a jacuzzi in her bathroom. I eurn the
jets on really high, put up the heat to
almost the boiling point and climb in,
bringing either a notebook or a textbook
with mc. I can't tell you how many times
I've come to school with wrinkled books
because they fell in the tub."

Other students have found their own
ways of keeping up with their studying.
Kelly Ridge, a 22-year-old nursing
student, tape rerdsherclasssesandplays
theuapaswhenevershedrives. "I'mreally
behind on current music, but at lcast I'm
up to date on my schoolw A ough,
it is a liue aS g to go to a club
thinking tbMadonna's laest hit is 'Like
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Senior Gus Isaksson studying where he studies best

a Vugn.'"
A ndil student, who wishes to

Spmain namees, ha discovered a way
Ito nke his tudying very enjoyable "I

Part-time Soldiers
Students spend intercession in Israeli Army

Studying is off the wall and under the ca ir0
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Causes of-bulia
rooted in childhood

_ _^ ulimiaNervosa,apoten- * Swollen glands
I X tially fatal condition, is * Sore throat

I:^ said to occur in at least e Coronary artery disease
a X five percent of women ^Hormonal disorders

JL^ between the ages of 18 * Depression
and 35. Since sham, secretiveness *Irregular
and self-loathing are heartbeat
amongthepsychological THE LIFE COLUMN *Death
experiences Cthat accomd- ican ote

pany bulimia, one would Deborah I. Freund a dd ic ti v e disease,
imagine that this statistic eating disorders in gen-
is a gross underestimation. enal go beyond the external and ob-
Not unlike other addictions, Bulimia servable. Behavioral and physiologi-
has much shame and self degradation cal symptoms Ware only a pat of this
attached to it. It is seen by bulimic disorder and a cessation of bulimic
people as a character weakness, a behavior is only a part of the recovery.
personal failure and a living hell. The There are a host of psychological fea-
truth is, food and eating may have been tures and experiences that often ac-
the only means of emotional survival company Bulimia. These include:
for a person while growing up. * Perfectionism

Since beyond our earliest * Difficulty trusting in
mnemores, the experience of eating relationships
and being fed has been associated with* Fear of failure
being nrtured by others and by the * Fear of intimacy
self. Food is generally available at all * Low self esteem
times and all places. It is a way of, * Body image distortion
sharing, celebrating and socializing. It* Defining self worth as
is for many, however, the only way to "thinness" of body
find comfort; to feed what feels like* Impulse control problems
and insatiable, emotional black hole. *Boundary setting problems,
In many dysfunctional families, food such as a lack of assertiveness
was the only viable and dependable * Dependency on people,
nurtuing resource that was accessible external performance and others"
and self regulating. It may have reactions to generate a positive self-
represented the only sense of control reguard
one could have among the powerless Unresolved family issues of
and often violating experiences within childhood
a person's life and home. Successful treatment involves a

Obsession with body weight and multimodal approach that addresses
food may have been the only way an behavioral, familial, cognitive,
individual learned to distract the self pysiologic, nutritional, attitudal,
from the pain and depravation around spiritual and psychological processes.
thenL Unfortunately, this way of coping The therapist and client work together
is carried into adulthood and serves to to explore what lies beyond the
harmt symptomsof bulimia and what "letting

According to the Diagnostic and go" of these symptoms represents.
Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders, Twelve-step recovery support groups,
Bulimia Nervosa is characterized by such as Overeaters Anonymous, can
the following: be an extremely helpful adjunct

*Recurrent episodes of binge treatment and can be inpatient.
eating, which is a rapid consumption outpatient or a combination of both.
of a large amount of food in a discrete f a person identifies with any part
period of time of this article, he or she should reach

* A feeling of lack of control beyond their fear and shame and begin
over eating behavior during the eating the healing process. One should speak
bing e s : - with a professional who can help

* Engaging in either self- explore loving ways to fill the "hunger
induced vomiting, use of laxatives or inside you" andcanhelponestopliving
diuretics, vigorous exercise or strict in that dark, insatiable place of
dieting or fasting in order to prevent emptinessanddespair.Apersonshould
weight gain feel free to contact the Student Health

* A minimum average of two Service or University Counseling
binge-eating episodes per week for at Service for treatment and resources.
least three months

* Persistent overconcern with This column is one of a bi-weekly
body shape or weight series written by various profession-

Some physiologic consequences als from the Student Health Service
of binge-purge behavior may include: and the Faculty Student Association.

^ Hypodhermia, which is a Deborah LFreund is a New York Sate
decrease in nomau body temperature Licensed, Certified Clinical Social

& Hypotension, a decrease in Worker who is employed at the Stu-
blood pressure dent Health Service. She received her

* Lanugo which is increased BA. in Psychologyfrom Adelphi Uni-
body hair growth versity in 1983 and has been practic-

* Amenorrhea, a loss of ing since.
n ose s - Ms. Freund's areas of interest

* Loss of tooth enanel and include bereavement, eating disorders
mcedLng gumws and anxiety disorders. She firmly be-

* Tremors lieves that in order for healing and
^ Constipation growth to occur, the client must ac-
* Split lips liveycollaborateinthctreamentpro-

* Acne-like skin cess.



ARMY from pare 9

Schwartz and Fox were placed in a dorm with two
other women, who were also suxdents volunteering from
New York. I

--I was not the most ideal living condidons,"' said Fox.
-it was winter and Oe was one electric heater. The
showers were also disgusting but we were told we were
lucky to have a connected bathroom_"

The volunteers, who were mostly from New York on
this particular base, woke at 6:30 amt, Sunday dtrough
Friday. Breakfast began at 7:10. -Not only did we work
with the soldiers, but we ate with them, too," said Fox.

"The only thing thatdistinguished us from the soldiers '
said Fox,'was that we didn't speak Hebrew and we had a
bluebawoonourshouklerthatsaid, 'volunteer' inHebrew."

After a report on the national news, the volunteers
were off to work until lunch. Each volunteer would spend
one day cleaning the barcks and another day on kitchen
duty instead of their usual work.

-

Students have
wet and wild
study habits
STUDY from page 9
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We will beat any advertised price on Goodyear tiresl
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The workday usually ended by 4:00 p.m. A fiee bus
to Tel Aviv would then come to the base.7be trip took
approximately an hour, which included stops to small
neighboring towns. There was a ranking oider of priority
for bus use with soldiers first, den volunteers. Volunteers
often took a bus offthe base fordinner. -While in Ashkelon,
waiting for a bus back forn dinner, there was a blackout,"
said Fox. "We thought we were being bombed&"

The volunteers were free from Friday evening to
Saturday evening, the Sabbath, and this was often used for
learning. "A big part of the program was education," said
Schwartz. "One of the weekends we were taen on a tour
to Yadvashem, the famous Holocaust museurn"

To be accepted into the program, Fox and Schwartz,
who ae both Jewish, were interviewed by Elysa Sperling
and Karen Noiwan. Sperling and Noiran are both 18-
year-old freshmen and are representatives of "Volunteers
for Israel , a branch ofB'nai BrithHillel on campus. They,
too, participated in the program this past summer.

"Anyone who has a desire to help Israel, not only

Jewishpeoplecanqualify forthisprogram,"said Sperling.
It is available to people 18 to 70. It began in 1982, during
the Lebanese War, and between the years 1982 and 1990,
26,071 volunteers had participated.

Te program is fe. This includes he koshermeals
a day, room, tours and lectures. Volunteers must pay their
airfare, however, but it is reduced for the students and runs
between $700 and $800, depending on the time of year.
There is also a registration fee of $50.

The return ticket is open for six months, so Fox and
Schwartz continued their travel into Egypt for one week;

"You are never fully prepared for a journey of this
nature," said Schwartz. "It was sort of a shock, bac I would
recommend it"

"I really feel like I helped Israel as a volunteer," said
Fox. "We were thanked for boosting the soldier's morale
because we were such a young group. Most of the soldiers
are our age, 18 to 22-years-old."

"the Key to life is experience,, Fox said, "and I
certainly got one."
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| FILTER
I$12 95

Drain ow, mrfil with up to five quat major,
brand motoo lubricate chasb and istall

new oil filter. Mom ahcles. Plu LPs chge.
Includes: Preventive Maintenance Checkotire
pressuretUtcnTransinission flukAg fluid

I leveboWiper bIedWAH bedt & X
honeWCooling systeawlJght
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I INJECTION -
I SERVICE & I
I CLEANING I

(fuel saver)

$4495
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This is due mostly to my girlfriend who serves as a real
life model for me to study on. Anatomy and Physiology
has definitely become one of my favorite and most
exciting classes."

For the more conventional student, the medical
library in the

universityHospital is a
convenient, but
not well-known,
place to study.
Adam Shisgal, a
USB graduate
who is going for
his masters in
Biology, finds it
much quieter
there than at the
regular library.

"I'd say my
studying method
is very unusual,"
says 20-year-old
Allison Gurwitz
who recently
transferred here from SUNY at Albany. "I absorb things
pretty well, so once I go over it a few times, that' s enough
for me. Them is such a thing as over-studying and that
can do more harm than good. I figure I either know it or
I don't."

" PREVENTIVE 1
MAINTENANCE

TUNE&UP
$29.95 4 Cyl.
$39.95 6 Cyl.
$49.95 8 Cyl.

|Includse reistor spark plugs. labor, adjust timingi
* and carbuxretor where applicable. Check an I
* fluids andt filers, lest batterr and road test. *

DOiagoc Senrice Available. Mout Can. No otheil
| discountapply. Offer expires 3/31/93S_

; COMPUTERIZED "
j ALIGNMENT
2-WHEEL 4-WHEEL

24.95 $39.95
Set caster, camber and toe to exact
manufacturers specifications on all

j four wheels. Most cars. Rear shims
* and installation extra, if needed.
| Limited Warranty for 6 months or
16,000 miles, whichever comes first.

No other discounts apply.
Offer expires 3/31/93.

WE HONOR APPOINTMENTS
Call Ahead For Any Of These Service
Offers. Well Get You In And Out On

rime! Let Goodyear Value Take You Home
WE WELCOME NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

Goodyear Nationwide Warranty
We do it right, or we make it right. If you ever have a repair failure and your more

than 50 miles from where the original service was performed, any Goodyear
Certified Auto Service Center location will honor the warranty and comiect the

^ ____problem at no charge. Ask for details.
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* Tuition, Room, and Board: $3,795 per semester
* Financial Aid Applicable

* Fall Semester Deadline: June 1, 1993

SUMMER PROGRAM AVAILABLE

For further inafmiuon contact:
Jody Dudderar

Center for International Studies
Rockland Community College

:145 College Road ,Suffem, New York 10901 (914) 574-4205
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12-18 credits
at
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University

0 Social Sciences ° Humanities Crminal Justice
* Business * Hotel Management & Catering
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Campus Bookstore Prices Gouge Studenl
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Where else in the world can a
paperback book be bought for over
$20, sold back for four or five
dollars and then resold for $18?
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~~~Caffe Alfresco

---------------~~~l -

Name Soc. Se. fvo.

Address

City State Zip Code
( )___________
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By Kieran Curley
IT IS MONDAY MORNIG AND YOU HAVE m MINT OM A

paper that is due by 5 pm. No problem. Turn on the
word processor, put paper in, and start printing. 'Ten

you walk to the batroom while the first page is printing
out

When you walk back into your room and see that the
paper is completely blank, an overwhelming fear para-
lyzes you. "Oh my God, it's broken. Wait a second, it's
only the printing cartridge. Whew, no problem. Just make
a quick run to the bookstore and get a new cartridge.
Everything is all right. There is still plenty of time. Thank
God for the bookstore."

Then on the way to the bookstore a thought crosses
your mind, "What if they don't have the specific cartridge
that I need? Oh no, what am I going to do?" All of a sudden
your pace quickens and excuses for your professor start
popping into your head.

Finally you arrive at the bookstore. Nervously you ask
the first person who looks like an employee, "Where do

ou keep the typing suppliesT?
"Oh, right over here," is the very friendly and know-

ng reply. You rush over to the section and anxiously
earch for the printing cartridge.

'There it is. Thank God, I am saved!" You grab it and
ush to the counter to pay. While on the way you think, "It
ure is convenient having the bookstore so close."

Then it happens, the cashier tells you how much it
osts, 'TEN DOLLARS PLEASE."

"Excuse me, did you say ten dollars?"'
"Yes, the price is nine twenty-five, with tax that'll be

en dollars."
'Ten dollars for one printing cartridge. .. "

ieran Curley is a junior majoring in history.

Then comes that nasty reply
which makes you wish you had a
baseball bat, "I am speaking En-
glish, right?"

You have no choice. The pa-
per has to be handed in today.
Grudgingly you pull out your wal-
let (or purse, as the case may be)
and pay. You mutter the whole
way back to your room and repeat
over and over in your mind, "This
is not fair, their taking advantage
of me just because I am a student.
I should have known, my books
thissemestercost$400andat"buy
back" I get only ten. The bookstore sucks!"

A trip to Staples adds insult to injury. For the same
amount of money you can get four printing cartridges.
That's right, the campus bookstore charges four times as
much as Staples. At least, they charge four times as much
for Smith Corona printing cartridges. Everything else is
fairly priced, though. NOT!

What can be done about this obvious injustice? Aside
from never running out of any school supplies and avoid-
ing such emergency situations, very little. The bookstore
has a monopoly on campus. Stony Books is too far away
and their prices are not too much better anyway. It is like
comparing getting hit in the head with a pipe once to
getting hit with the same pipe twice. I'd rather not get hit
at all.

Even where there isn't an emergency, the campus
bookstore and Stony Books systematically seek to sepa-
rate students from their money. Where else in the world
can a paperback book be bought for over $20, sold back for
four or five dollars (if you are lucky), and then resold for

$18? What is worse, the person who gets the book for
eighteen dollars feels great because they saved money and
the person who sold the book feels wonderful because they
essentially received twice the payment. Everybody is
happy, right?

The treatment by the campus bookstore (and Stony
Books) towards students is unfair. It is not a case of a
reasonable markup for reasonable convenience. It is rob-
bery. The laws of free market are being ignored. There is
no choice. There is no competition. Students are forced to
buy books and other supplies (like printing cartridges) at
the bookstore, especially if they don't have any means of
transportation off campus. Regular bookstores may not
carry the books required (thereby creating the "emer-
gency"). Students are trapped and have to pay the outra-
geously high prices.

It is very convenient having the bookstore so close.
Too convenient You can almost hear them at the begin-
ning of every semester, "Here they come, here come the
suckers."

A relaxed atmosphere for

meeting with friends or someone special.
Featuring:
* "Contempoy Italian Cuisine"
*A new late-night menu including foccacias, speciality items, and
cheese and fruit platters-all meant for sharing * Board Games *
Espresso, Cappucino and Speciality Coffees * Live Music Weds thru
Sat

FULL BAR

HAPPY HOUR 12 - 6 PM
Tuesday thru Friday

$2.00 Well Drinks :

Wine, Frozen Drinks & Special Brands $ 1.00 Extra
hiw Appearin: *; -V , * , " : ; -.- : ;

tudy Penrone - Wed. & Fri. .
seon Michaelson - Thur. & Sat.'
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TWO CONVKNMW
SESSIONS

ay 24-Jufv 2
July6&August 13

* On-cmpus housing
for as little as $100
per ssion

* Over 1,000
courses offered

* Open House
Sunday, March 14
(212) 998-4520

2184 NESCONSET HWY (BROOKTOWN PLAZA)
-STONY BROOK NY * 751-7411
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pe Jeffrey Huang, Angela Chui, Gloria Leung, Teddy Tse, Tammy Tse, De-Jiao Liu, Christtine Ku, $ g
bD Glenn VanDeWoude,JoannJolly, Tony Saint, Nicole Natale, Michael Natale,Joanna Golder, N

s: Matthew Moss, Dave Spinelli, Renee Sealey, Heather Pieters, Alison Cato, Henny Muktiwijaya, j
,I Maria Chau, Wayne Roessling, Philip Politis, Rich Morning, Carmine Inserra, Henry Thanayi, D
W Paul Tuohy, Jerry Casilum,Jared Nissim, Melody Chang, Nerissa Cheng, David Dale, e
0 Madeline Dillard, Nicola Gordon, Friehiwet Gossaye, EmilyJuly, Daphene Kaplan, Curtis Luster, M

** Guy Maggin, Maria Matinez, Jackie Owusu, Shirley Philip, Marc Philips, Mareena Samuel, t
3 Wanly Slobert, Matt Sorger, Walwyn Stuart, Dahlia Thorpe, Chinna Udoji, Bernard Vigilance,
bo Shaka Warren, Harriet Williams, Donna, Brad Tooker,Juana Hernandez, Nelsida Hernandez,

g ~Carol Leuna,John Chung, Chester Howell, David Huang, Dawn Huggins, Desiree Khoshaba, ,
cJ Josephine Toy, Cathy Sheng, Pat Grayson, Sarita Fong, Marianne Lin, Eric Koch, Stephen Maginfico, 3

O Chris Mathew, Tim Burbery, Mac Pier, Mike Dzuzelewski, Brian Han, Mina Lee, Ekuk Kim,
E HyunJung Kim, Soo YunJung, Hyung Soo Kim, Mi Ok Chang, Hye Ok Ahn,Ju Hyun Ahn, ^

Frank Chun,Jong Soo Kim, YoonJin Kim, Hannah Lee, Min Sook Lee, EunSik Lim,Jae Pil Yang, C
U Carlos Yun, Young il Lee, Sharon Eng, Sung Hoon Sim, KyungJuon Cho, Yun Soo Cho, Hea Seung 3

g Han,Jae YoonJeong, Myung Kuk Kim,Jennifer Kim, Kitong Chong, Kyung Lee, Sonya Min,Jin Kyung g
C Pae, Chan Hee Park, Mark Ryu, Paul Shin, JiYung Yang, Laura Yim, Grace Rim, Jina Shim, Hak Sop ea Kim, juliana Yun, John Choi, Maz Hung, Joseph Kim, Susan Kim, Un Hee Lee, Yeo Sin Yun, ?

*-? GraceJoo, Suk Min Park, Hyun Lee, Dae Sung Kang, Seung WookJang, Yun Hee Choi d|
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Sponsored by FOCUS: Ben 632-6564; Glen 632-2103
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ICAMPUS NOTICES

IT ON FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORES with at least a
GPA! Want to study for a semester or a year at another US college

university and still graduate from USB? Attend an information
sion about the National Student Exchange Program, Mar. 4, 11 &

, 12:45-1:30, Student Union, RM 231. Mar. 10, 1-2pm Admissions
nf. Rm., 1st floor, Admin. Bldg. or more information call
rabara Fletcher, NSE Coordinator, 632-6871.

1JDENT ASSISTANTS needed to work on Commencement
|ay-May23. Spring housing move-out deadline will be ex-
ded for successful applicants. Apply Conferences and Special
ents Office, 440 Administration Building. Applications will be
cepted until 60 commencement aides are hired. No phone
lls please.

OUR OPPORTUNITYTO HELP CONTAIN COSTS. Because
f unanticipated decreases in meal plan enrollment, FSA & ARA
e exploring feasible options for maintaining 1993-94 meal plan
sts. Attend special meetings on Wed. at 1-2pm: Mar. 10 (EOB,
udent Union), Mar 17 (Rm 201, Student Union) to hear and
suss options under consideration. Contact Ambreen Khan at 2-
74 for more details or for questionaires to transmit your thoughts.
0000000000000000000000*................

ANTED: STUDENTS AS SUMMER CONFERENCE
JDES from May 26 - August 18,1993. 40 hours/week re-
uired. Salary plus room and other benefits. Apply Confer-
nces & Special Eveents, Room 440 Administration Building by

tpril 6. No phone calls please.

PANAMA CITY BEACH $ 1 1 9
America's #1 Spring Break Destination:

famous for Southern Hospitality,
Sugar white sands and Cardbean Blue water.

This is a Party Rocket!
Top Quality Beachfront Accomodations,

Free Drink Parties 7-9 daily!

KEY WEST $249
Experience Florida's Wealth of sunshine, coral

reefs, and water sports. Quality Accomodations
and FREE drink parties!

S -

GRAIDUATING STUDENTS!
SAVE THESE DATES
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ABRAHAM & SRAUS
ADVANTAGE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
APPLED DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS

ACLD (Adus & Childrn wLemnn D )
CAERE CORPORATION

CANON 1SA
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

CVS PHARNCY
DAMON CLINICAL LABS

EQGUIABLE UFE
FOOT LOCKER

HIBBARD BROWN
'IX SYSTEMoS INCA1

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
LECHTER'S HOUSEWARES

MEMORIAL SLOAN-KEI7ERING CANCER CENTER
METUIFE

PHOTON CIRcunTs CORPORATION
U.S. NAVAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM

WYETH-AYER SEARCH
Plu ovr TWENTY othws
Positions they are seeking to fill include engineering, health careers.
sales, marketing, computer science, management trainee, residential
skills instructors. programmers, client services, software development
engineers, clerical, executive trainee, underwriter, financial analyst,
stockbroker, and many others. AN majors.

NOIE: Since these are real job interviews for real positions, It Is vital that
you come property prepared. This includes having copies of your
resume to hand out and being professionally attired and ready to be
interviewed.

EOB FUMER INFORMATIQN Come to the INFORMATION SESSION to be
held Wedn*dav. March 17. In Mr UNION. ao= 223- f I.-IS am
Handouts with further details wIH also be available in the Career
Development Office by Friday, March 19 and at the door.

i
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24,

12:15-1:15 PM
12:004:00 PM

The Career Development Office wHI be holding the Spring Univesity Job
Fair on Wedned=- Marh 24. from noon 12 4 pm II the Sty Brg
Union Ballroom Representatives from a wide variety of employes will
be present to discuss their organizations and conduct job interviews.
Included are:

to

:s

-
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No

QUALIFICATIONS:
IA CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

e INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE - 30 YEARS

MEMBER:
Ed ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT

ACCOUNTANTS
UfAMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
5f NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF +

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

All Extensive Party Types please call:
Joe: 1-800-234-7007

ENDLESS SUMMER TOURS

ACCOUNTANT
.. TAX RETURNS
- ACCOUNTING SERVICES
.. FINANCIAL PLANNING
* FINANCIAL ADVICE

929v ARTHUR S. GOLNICK
98 SYCAMORE CIRCLE

STONY BROOK, NY II 790
(5 16) 75 1-6421
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BELPWANTED HELPWANTED

Clubs & Students! Campus Reps Needed
Earn extra money- Represent LI Educational

Waterless Car Wash, Ctr. or Stony Brook
Spray On-Wipc Off! Campus. Earn
Sample and Info send commissions and

$7.95 to TGP Box 1288 discounts toward your
Montauk NY 11954 own GRE, GMAT, LSAT,

Wanted: students to help or MCAT.
with an exciting outdoor Call 516-424-8686
promotion. Work two for further information.

days and receive Reebok INTERNATIONAL
shoes and a Reebok T- EMPLOYMENT
shin. Call Adrienne at Make $2,000+ per

(617) 262-3734 for more month teaching basic
information. conversational English

Earn $500-S1000 weekly abroad. Japan and
stuffing envelopes. For Taiwan. Many provide

details-Rush $1.00 with room & board+other
SASE to: benefits. No previous

GROUP FIVE training or teaching
57 GREENTREE certificate required. For

DRIVE, SUITE 307 program call 1-206
DOVER, DE 19901 62146extJ5179

Deli Counter Person. Do you need a part time
Experience necessary. job that pays $19/hr?

Apply in person. The Princeton Review is
Mon. -Thurs. looking for bright,

Saturday afte 3PM at energetic teachers with
University Sub and Grill strong science

1095 RTE 25A backgrounds for it's

SEE JANE TALK M C A T pro g ra m .
Be in the audience of the Proficiency in Physics,
new "Jane Prat" show on chemistry, and/or biology
LEFETIME. For FREE is a must Call (516) 271-
tickets call Allyson at 3400 for more

(718)706-5273 infomuation. Ask for

TEACHERS. Music, D av id.
Phys. Ed., Drama, PLACE YOUR

Dance & Gymnastics, PERSONAL
Sciece & Technology. CLASSIFIED

Lifeguards, WSI & TODAY. WHO
ALS. Counselors, Mini- KNOWS, YOU

bus Drivers. Summer MAY F1ND THAT
camp. Call 1-4 wkdays. SOMEONE
E. Setauket. 751-1081.SPECIAL!

. .~ ~ SPCIL

HELP WANTED

BEEPERS BEEPERS
BEEPERS
AS LOW AS

$49.95.
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED

Salespeople needed.
Excellent Pay.

CALL
KTS PAGING 698-0461

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 1993!!
EARN FREE TRIPS

AND CASH!! CAMPUS
REPS WANTED TO
PROMOTE THE #1

SPRING BREAK
DESTINATIONS.

DAYTONA BEACH
. AND

PANAMA CITY
BEST ORGANIZED.

BEST PRICE ON
CAMPUS.

CALL
1-800-667-3378

SPRING BREAK!
Cancun Prices $499-$629

Oasis, Hyatt, & more!
Daytona Prices $149-

$239.
Texas & Florida Paloms

Hotel.
Call Sue (516)889-5745

DONT MISS OUT!
Europe this summer?

Only $169!!
Jet there anytime for

$169
(reported in Let's Go! &

NY Times).
CARIBBEAN-$189 r/t air

to SOMEWHERE
SUNNY.

CALIFORNIA- $129 one
way, either way!

AIRHITCH® 212-864-
2000

HOUSING

Oversized Colonial
6Bdrms.,Firepl.,Oak

Cabinets, many x-tras
inside & out.

$139,500, 15min to
SB

Call 732-1268

FURNISHED ROOM,
Large, beautifulsquiet,

carpeted, clean,
courtesy refrigerator,

considerate occupants,
grad student oo

professional
$290.90/month

includes all.
751-8936

Lake Ronkonkoma
Large modem studio
apt. EIK, full bath,

pantry. Single
nonsmoker desired.
1 mo. security $525

all
call - 467-8229

LEGAL

I

i

US IMMIGRATION
LOTTERY

Japanense Nationals
areeligible to enter.
Need not be in US. to
register. 40,000 people
to be chosen.
Contact Attorney at

(516) 6984727
by March 26, 1993.

$150.00 legal fee
to apply

SERVICES

GREEKS €rCLBS
Go A COOL

ELECTROLYSIS AUSEA COOL
Ladies Spring is $19000900

coming...^^'""SPIKM IN JUST ONE WEEK!

rem to unwanted MEMBERWHO
facial or bikini hairs. CALS AD FE
FREE consultation IGL OO COLER i

Certified Anne Sauitt C a ll
467 1210i you qualify Call 1-800-

932-0528, Ext.65

SERVICES FOR SALE

TREK 1200
Eat your way to a Lean -Aluminum Road Bike

Healthy Body. 1992 Yellow/black
Lose weight, feel Great Excellent Condition
-' Weight Management -$500 neg. Call Ron

Lifestyle and Nutrition (516) 728-9040

SeminarF H E A L T H

Call 331-0721.A
-_____ DIET MAGIC

LOSE 30 POUNDS IN
30 DAYS FOR $30.

ELECTROLYSIS All natural. Doctor
remove unwanted hair Approved. Bums fat,

permanently. Low rates increases. Lose in c h es.
excellen quality, c Money Opportunity also.

excellent quality, 50% Call 689-1233
off first treatment. -EAL-

Walking distance from UEALTH & WEALTH
University. Call Anne $35 billion dollars

at 751-0662 Weight Management and
nutrition industry.

$500 billion dolard
ADOPTION International Company

-------------- earn your desired income.

Adoption: LET US No start-adinostncat
HELP YOU! I am a 7 yr . 331-6105

old little girl who was
adopted at birth who with [WEIGHT LOSS]

my Mommy & Daddy [30 DAYS 301bs $30
wish to adopt a baby. Doctor Approved]

Please call my Mommy & Chinese Herbs 100%
Daddy. NY Certified Safe, Bum Fat- Instant

expense paid, call Collect Energy- Lose Inches
(516) 225-7913 [632-1038]
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There are exciting things happening
at the University of Bridgeport's
College of Engineering. Our newly
renovated modem facilities will
enhance your access to state-of-
the-art computing resources.

You can study Digital Communication
Systems, Image Processing, C and

I narTY Prnorrmmina FiVPA/
rI A LVgwdaIltlLIgA ^, X U

d Rotary Wing Aircraft
Principles and other
emerging technologies-
all with dynamic faculty
members who are
actively involved with
local research and
consulting.

Classes are offered both on a part-time
and full-time basis. _

If you're ready to build new skills or
develop new opportunities, call us
or stop by for an impressive tour of
our facilities.. We'll show you how
to fit a quality program into your life--
conveniently and easily.

Programs of Study
a Electrical Engineering (B.S., M.S.)
* Mechanical Engineering (B.S., M.S.)
* Management Engineering (M.S.)
* Computer Engineering (B.S., M.S.)
* Computer Science (B.S., M.S.)
* Joint Program (M.B.A./M.S. in

Management Engineering)

For more information call
(203) 576-4552 or toll free:

1-800-972-9488 (ext. 4552) inside CT
1-800-243-9496 (ext. 4552) outside CT

UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
Office of Admissions

126 Park Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06601
Fax: (203) 576-4941

Email: admitfcse.bridgeport.edu

AVobrld of Engineering
Opportunit * s
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ing average up to 13.6 points a game and
pulled down an average of 7.3 rebounds to
lead the team in both categones.

The 1992-93 Skyline All-Star Confer-
.ence Team named Wardally a starting for-
ward, a team which he started for in his
junior year also. Wardally, who said his
best experience as a Patriot Hoopster was
to play in the NCAAs, believes that playing
basketball here has given him a lesson he

bcan use after the game is all over. -Hard
times on the court prepares you for the
conflicts in life," he said. "Since I've be-
come pepaed for adversity and challenges
in basketball, it has tnsfterred over to real
life.

The basketball team will also have to
say goodbye to two year forward Patrick
Cunningham who transferred to Stony
Brook fnom

Westchester Community College.
Cunningham, who grew up playing basket-
ball, is graduating with a degree in psy-
chology and plans to go on to graduate
school. His deication is evident on the
court, but any coach or teammate will tell
youthatCunningham wouldn't miss a game
for anything, in his two years playing for
the Pats he only missed one game. He said
he believes that playing on the team has
helped him to be the person he is, and bring

WE WILL CHANZ YOUR FLAT TIRE
_ANHWENRE IN AMERICA WHEN YOU

____BUY YOUR-
NATIONAL TIRE FROM USI

NATIONWIDE ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
*____ _ ___ I

a- -

- -
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him in touch with people from all walks of
life.

"It's been a great experience and I've
made a bunch of good friends," he said.
"Playing has shown me both tough and
good times and I have learned how to deal
with both."

His fellow hoopsters look at him as a
leader of the pack and although graduation
is another plateau of success for
Cunningham, the Pats are sad to lose their
chief. "Losing Pat is a big loss because he
has been the player with the most amount
of leadership," said temmate Joe Kirch
about Cunningham's graduation. "He's a
fatherly figure. He's really helped us to get
through some tough times."

Competition, victory, and defeat are
compounds that make participating in a
sport so fulfilling. Every team player ex-
periences the exhiliaration of a win, the
heartbreak of a loss and the bonding with
your tammates. Like the basketball team,
the hockey team will have to come back to
the ice next season without five key play-
ers.

The team will be losing five key play-
ers in May, two of who are the captains.
Theses star athletes made their mark on the

team by being the first to win ten games or
more every year for the four years they
have been here. They have pushed the team
to the top and made the precedent of being

the only team to make it to the playoffs all
four years.

Defensemen Eric Wuss and Bill
Mauer have been the team captains for the
past two years and players for four. Wuss
is graduating and plans to go to graduate
school here at Stony Brook. While study-
ing he will be the assistant coach carrying
on his outstanding leadership.. Why does
Wuss feel such commitment to the sport?
"Hockey kept me in school," he said. "It
made me feel important." Oppossing
coaches must beleive that Wuss is impor-
tant because he has been nominated to
play on the all-star team, which consists of
the best players from the metro confer-
ence.

The team also has to say goodbye to
Maucr who is graduating with a degree in
business/economics and will eventually

proceed to graduate school. He was one of
the players representing the Pats on the all-
star team last year.

Mauersaidhe originally joined the team
to pass the time. "It got me into school," he
said. Soon after, he saw that this was a much
hader hitting game from what he was used
to and then adjusted to the game to become
a noticed defenseman. Mauer got to feel the
excitementofwinningtieLongIslandsCham-
pion title last year.

The teams will remember all these
players and their talent. "I'm going to miss
all these guys," said sophomore hockey
player Mike Stillwagon. "Tiese guys were
here when I started and it just won't be the
same withoutthem." Whetherit is the court

orthe ice, being a member ofa Stony Brook
team, according to these students is a posi-
tive experience.
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Relax with a
Movie... I ,

or use our vast Sff
Film selection for
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Games for Sale
Open 7 Days

Mon-Sat 10am-9pm
sun llam-9pm

IUA'%121 H --

your Is rsearcn

Previewed Tapes and Nintendo
Smith Point Plaza - 2-Day Rentals

Rte 347 (excL New Releases)
ehind Burger King 751-6336
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Senior athletes leave memories, recordp
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By Robyn Sauer
Statesman Assistant Sports Editor

Senior Patrick Cunningham

triots forward made his upperclassmen years just as suc-
cessful with a'semi-final spot in the ECACs hisjunior year,
and this year he will end his college basketball career
playing a game in the ECAC finals.

It' s no surprise that Wardally led the team in rebounds
and was second only to Emeka Smith in scoring last year.
His freshnmen and sophomore year he led the team in
blocks, and now with 33 he leaves the team at the top.
Wardally's senior year performance has pushed his scor-

See SENIORS on page 17

I^LT O ACTIOg A S W al A4 Home games in Sm

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY l THURSDAY FRIDAY . SATURDAY SUNDAY

|15 i16 17 18 1 9 20 |21
Men's Basketbal| HoCxEY vs. VSBASEBA vs. Lacrosse at
at Jersey City, 7:30 HoFsmA, 7 P.M. DOWUNG, 7 P.M. Providence, 2 p.m.

HoCEuY Vs.
C.W. PoST, 10 P.M.
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he Stony Brook sports community will be losing some star players from
winter sport teams when the athletes step out of college life and face the
challenges that come after graduation. They are leaving memories and
records behind that have enhanced their vears at Stonv Brook as well as
-- -- - --- - - - %AIWJL in %.F %- %Ts&OA. &a dFM ", TV %OLL".

their level of play.
Four topathlets, two basketball players andtwo ice

hockey players, will be remembered by their teammates
and fans. As the seasons come to an end, the players try to
grasp a tight hold of the feeling of playing their sport on the
Patriot turf for the last time. When the buzzer signals the
end of the game not only will the players feel a chapter of
their life closing, but their teammates will sense a loss
when they try to imagine what it will be like to return to the
game without their Patriot brothers.

Ricky Wardally and Patrick Cunningham will be the
two graduates from the basketball team this year. As the
season is coming to a close these players are hoping and
working with their teammates to win the Eastern Colle-
giate Athletic Conference Championship this Tuesday in
Jersey City.
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forward for the Pats has Rit*l!
played for Stony Brook I Xsl "
all four years and will be SQt| x
graduating with a bach- ......|K I^^|
elor degree in .............

MultidisiplnaryStudies. altb" ai^
AsWardalylookedback gi^ dPonenest

on the memories of his ti 9 dsg .X
Stony Brook basketball Sl,,ISl
career he relived his trig >>iAG |ihampionship
umphs and defeats as if nst'Joer ty
they had happened yes- kid jfwoiii.urday :,1
terday.Wardally'sfresh- dula dfor:
men year marked the be- ..o.r. r 30-p^mx ine
ginning ofhis successful --ey i xxli x i
career as a Pats forward onSaturdli
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with a starting position . ...
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Thanks for the Memories
Star senior athletes leave records behind
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By Robyn Sauer
St_ sniiAssisAmt Sports Editor

As the Patriots broke two university records, two of
which were by Julie Bonura, the women's track team
soared to levels in the Eastern
Collegiate Ahletic Conference
never before seen by the women's
track team-

The ECACs are an honor to take pan in just because
you must qualify during the meets throughout the year and
therefore you are competing with the best of all the 25
teams that participate in the ECACs.

Stony Brook placed fifth overall, with 47 points, in the
championships held this weekend at Bates College in
Lewiston, Maine. The teams placing above Stony Brook
were Cortland, Williams, Bowdoin, and, and Tufts. For
the Patriots, Bonura was named Meet MVP, with her
placing in first or second place in four events.

Bonura became a qualifier in the 55 meter dash for the
NCAA in Division mI. Not only did she achieve this quali-
fication but she also broke her own University record with
her ECAC first place time of 7.28. Breaking another univer-
sity record, Bonuracaptured fiktplace in die 200 meterdash
in the time of 25.96. Also, she jumped her way into second
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place in the long jump with a length of 5.26 meters.
Bonura also ran with her 4 x 200 relay teammates into

first place to break the third university record of the day in
the time of 1:47.58. Her teammates are Dara Stewart,
LorettaVarberoandMarissaForsing. Varbero also placed
sixth in the the long jump when she made a 5.05 meters
jump. Varbero also came through for the Patriots once
again in the triple jump when she placed forth with a
distance 10.62 meters.

Claudia Puswald placed for the Patriots in the shot put
in 13th, with a distance of 9.51. Stewart came in eighth in
the 200 meter dash with her time of 27.53. The Patriots
were well on their way to the top five teams when Danielle
Modica chimed in with a height of 1.55 meters in the high
jump to eam a third place standing. With 2,384 points
Connie Morawski placed tenth in the Pentathlon.

The Patriots go on to compete in the NCAAs in
Brunswick, Maine. Julie Bonura practices the 55-meter last week.
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,YES! I AM INTERESTED IN (check only one):!O THE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM which wil pa for the tuition of
w applcants intending to pwsue studies up to a Master's De" in one of the critical
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Rock Shox Mag 21: $359.99
Rock Shox Quadra: $239.99
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1077 Rt. 25A (opposite train station)

Stony rook 689.1200

Rollerblade Helmets 60% Off
Rock Shox Mag 20: $299.95

Trex DS2 Shock Fork: $249.99
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Trex DS3 Shock Fork $299.99
(Reg. $349.99) RST 200: $150.00
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Dear Reader:

On January 22, 1973 the Supreme Court of the United States ruled
that prebom babies are not legal persons. For any reason - orfor no
reason - preborn babies can be exterminated at will. During the past
21 years it is estimated that 28 million babies have been aborted
legally in this "land of the free and home of the brave. "

This special supplement is an invitation from the Long Island
Coalition For Life for you to think objectively about abortion and it's
many ramifications.

Prior to Roe v Wade, the preborn was called a "child in utero." Now
he/she is called a "product of conception " or a "blob of tissue " by
the abortionists. Surely we have the common sense to recognize this
fraudulant terminology and reject it. But the question is, "Are we
willing to accept and help promote the truth ? "

Most of us think that child abuse is a heinous crime. If it were
suddenly declared legal by the U.S. Suppreme Court, would legality
make it right? If 1.6 million children were being maimed or killed
each year through "legal" child abuse would we pretend it wasn't
happening? The answer is an obvious "NO!" Yet, abortion is the
ultimate child abuse! Why shoud we look the other way, or pretend
it isn 't happening, when over 4,300 prebom babies lose their lives in
abortion mills every day?

We believe that if our country is to survive we must recognize the
sanctity of human life once more. Prebom babies must once again be
protected and guaranteed their "inalienable right to life. " It is our
hope that you will join us in accomplishing this goal by becoming a
part of the Long Island Coalition For Life. Together we can end
abortion in America.

,(C y
eber

Long Island Coalition For Life

Name:a

Address:

City/State/Zip:

Phone: h

E I want to make a contribution to help further PROJECT LIFE-LINE's pro-life efforts.
E $25 E $50 n $100 n Other a $
Make checks payable to: Project Life Line/L.1. Coalition for Life.

III would like __more copies to distribute:

THE LONG ISLAND COALITION for LIFE

The Long Island Coalition for Life
commits to educating the Long Island
community on the facts about abortion. Rarely
will non-biased and complete information
concerning abortion be presented from the
media. This piece serves as an informative and
educational tool to all who read it.

The Long Island Coalition for Life is a
conglomerate of 40 groups in Nassau and
Suffolk Counties. Under the aegis of the Long
Island Coalition for Life are crisis pregnancy
centers, social outreach services and grass
roots community programs. The Coalition
offers a Chasity/Abstinence presentation for
early teens through college age adults.

Over 40,000 Long Island families identify
with the goals and objectives of the Coalition.
The Long Island Coalition for Life is a strong
voice for unborn children and their mothers.
We work in conjunction with the Churches
defending all human life from the moment of
conception till natural death, regardless of age
or physical condition.

Please call us at 516-243-1435 for more
information.

Prepared and copyrighted (except for page 2 and page 5)
by Human Life Alliance of Minnesota Inc.

Paid for and distributed by Project Life-Line/L.I.Coalition for Life
P.O.Box 223, Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779-0223
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PROJECT LIFE-LINE NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
AND ENCOURAGES YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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PROJECT LIFE-LINE / L.I. COALITION for LIFE
P.O. Box 223 Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11 779-0223

516-243-1435
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I I have time and talents to share. I can help with -__I
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Thank you for Life!
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1. On January 22, 1973 the U.S. Supreme
Court legalized abortion through which
month of pregnancy? A) 3rd month;
B) 6th month; C) 9th month

2. In 1973 it was not known when life
begins. A) True; B) False

3. The number of abortions now per-
formed each day in the U.S. is A) 150;
B) 650; 0 1,750, D) approx. 4,300

4. Abortion is the leading cause of death
in Minnesota. According to statistics
compiled by the MN Dept of Health in
1988 ( the last year for which this infor-
mation is available), the number of babies
killed by abortion each day in Minnesota
is A) 12; B) 47; C) 30; D) 22

5. The estimated number of pre-born
babies' lives terminated by abortion since
1973 is A) 1 million; B) 15 million; Q 5
million; D) 26 million

6. The percentage of U.S. pregnancies
that are now terminated by abortion is
A) 15%; B) 25%; C) 47%; D) 33 1/3%

7. The percentage of babies who die (not
counting those subsequently aborted) after
the mother undergoes an amniocentesis
test is A) 2%; B) 0.5%; C) 1.3%

8. A developing baby's heart starts to beat
at A) 21 days; B) 30 days; C) 45 days;
D) 60 days

9. Abortion is promoted as a decision
between a woman and her doctor. But, the
percentage of abortions performed in
clinics where the woman never sees the
doctor until he appears to abort her baby is
A) over 50%; B) over 90%; C) over 65%

10. Child abuse has decreased since
abortion was legalized because abortion
has eliminated "unwanted children".
A) True; B) False

4-1. The number of couples in the U.S.
waiting to adopt children is A) 100.000;
B) 2 million; C) 1 million; D) 500,000
The answers to these questions can be found on p. 9.

* 0

Abortion is Legal During
7th, 8th and 9th Months

During approximately the last three months
of pregnancy, or third trime-;er, the Court al-
lowed states to restrict abortions "except
where it is necessary... for the preservation
of life or health of the mother." However, in
Doe v. Bolton, the companion case to Roe,
the Court defined "health" to include "all
factors -physical, emotional, psychological,
familial, and the woman's age - relevant to
the well-being of the patient."

This broad definition of "health" creates a
loophole large enough to allow more than
120,000 late term (after 4 months) and more
that 13,000 (after six months) abortions to
take place every year. Because the Court de-
fined "health" so loosely, if a woman wants
an abortion for any reason, right up to birth,
she can have one in Minnesota and through-
out the U.S. We virtually have abortion on
demand.

8 Weeks

Test Your Abortion I.Q.

Chronology of a New Life

Month One: The sperm joins with the ovum (egg) to form one cell. This
one cell contains the complex genetic blueprint for every detail of human
development-the child's sex, hair and eye color, height, skin tone etc. The
fertilized egg travels down the fallopian tube into the uterus, where the
lining has been prepared for implantation. Day 20-foundations of the
brain, spinal cord and nervous system are already established; day 21-the
heart begins to beat; day 28-the backbone and muscles are forming-
arms, legs, eyes and ears have begun to show. At one month old, the
embryo is 10.000 times larger than the original fertilized egg - and
developing rapidly. The heart is pumping increased quantities of blood
through the circulatory system. The placenta forms a unique barrier that
keeps the mother's blood separate while allowing food and oxygen to pass
through to the baby.

Month Two: At 35 days the pre-born baby has all her fingers. Brainwaves
can be detected at 40 days. At six weeks the brain is controlling 40 sets of
muscles as well as the organs. The jaw forms including teeth buds in the
gums. The eyelids seal during this time to protect the baby's developing
light-sensitive eyes. They will reopen in the seventh month. The stomach
produces digestive juices and the kidneys have begun to function. The
baby's body responds to touch.

Month Three: At nine weeks fingerprints are evident and never change.
The baby now sleeps, awakens and exercises her muscles energetically
turning her head, curling her toes, and opening and closing her mouth. The
palm, when stroked, will make a tight fist. The baby breathes amniotic fluid
to help develop her respiratory system.

Month Four: By the end of this month, the baby is eight to ten inches in
length and weighs a half pound or more. The ears are functioning, and there
is evidence that the baby hears the mother's voice and heartbeat, as well as
external noises. The umbilical cord has become an engineering marvel,
transporting 300 quarts of fluids per day and completing a round-trip of
fluids every 30 seconds. The mother usually begins to feel the baby's
movements during this month.

Month Five: Half the pregnancy has now passed, and the baby is about 12
inches long. If a sound is especially loud or startling, the baby may jump in
reaction to it. Babies born at this stage of development (19 weeks or 20
weeks) have survived.

Month Six: Oil and sweat glands are functioning. The delicate skin of the
growing baby is protected from the waters in the amniotic sac by a special
ointment called "vernix".

Month Seven: The baby now uses the four senses of vision, hearing, taste
and touch. She can recognize her mother's voice.

Month Eight: The skin begins to thicken, with a layer of fat stored
underneath for insulation and nourishment Antibodies increasingly build
up. The baby absorbs a gallon of amniotic fluid per day; the fluid is
completely replaced every three hours.

Month Nine: Toward the end of this month, the baby is ready for birth.
The average duration of pregnancy is 280 days from the first day of the
mother's last menstrual period, but this varies. By this time the infant's
heart is pumping 300 gallons of blood per day. The child triggers labor and
birth occurs. Of 45 generations of cell divisions before adulthood, 41 have
taken place. Four more will come during the rest of childhood and before
adolescence.
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Through the writings and testimony of the
world-renowned geneticist, Dr. Jerome
Lejeune, M.D., Ph.D., we can leam much
about the intricacies of the beginning of
human life. Contrary to the popular view
that the tiny baby becomes more and more
"developed" as the weeks of pregnancy go
on, Dr. Lejeune says that the very first
cell, the fertilized egg, is "the most
specialized cell under the sun." No other
cell will ever again have the same instruc-
tions in the life of the individual being
created.

In the words of Dr. Lejeune, 'ach of us
has a very precise starting moment which
is the time at which the whole necessary
and sufficient genetic information is
gathered inside one cell, the fertilized egg,
and this is the moment of fertilization.
There is not the slightest doubt about that
and we know that this information is
written on a kind of ribbon which we call
the DNA."

The Doctor goes on to explain the compo-
sition of the DNA molecule of a human
chromosome. "I would say it (the DNA
molecule) is a long thread of one meter of
length, cut in twenty-three pieces. Each
piece is coiled on itself very tightly to
make spiral of spiral of spiral so that
finally it looks like a little rod that we can
sec under the microscope that we call a
chromosome. And there are twenty-three
of them carried by father, twenty-three of
them carried by mother." When these 46
chromosomes unite at fertilization a new
human being is created. According to Dr.
Lejeune, "Nature has used the smallest
possible language to carry the information
from father to children, from mother to
children, from generation to generation."

Dr. Lejeune talks at length about this
"fantastically miniaturized language"

which scientists have only recently been
able to begin to read. He explains that
the fertilized egg contains more infor-
mation about the new individual than
can be stored in five sets (not volumes)
of the Encyclopedia Britannica (if
enlarged to normal print). To further
emphasize the minuteness of this
language, Dr. Lejeune states that if all
the one meter long DNA of the sperms
and all the one meter long DNA of the
ova which contain the instructions for
the 5 billion human beings who will
replace us on this planet were brought
together in one place the total amount
of matter would be roughly the size of
.two aspirin tablets.

When Dr. Lejeune testified in the Louisi-
ana legislature (House Committee on the
Administration of Criminal Justice, June
7, 1990) he stated, "Recent discoveries by
Dr. Alec Jeffreys of England demonstrate
that this information (on the DNA
molecule) is stored by a system of bar
codes not unlike those found on products

at the supermaAet...it's not any longer a
theory that each of us is unique. It's now
a demonstration as simple as a bar code in
the supermarket" Dr. Lejeune states that
because of studies published within the
last year we now have the scientific know-
how to determine within 3 to 7 days after
fertilization if the new human being is a
boy or a girl.

Dr. Lejeune discusses the stages of devel-
opment of a new human being. He points
out that during the process, as the cell
develops, nothing new is learned by the
developing cells, but progressively a lot of
things are forgotten: the first cell knew
more than the three-cell stage, and the
three-cell stage knew more than any of
those to follow. He explains that speciali-
zation begins at the two-cell stage. "At no
time," he said, "is the human being a blob
of protoplasm. As far as your nature is
concerned, I see no difference between the
early person that you were at conception
and the late person which you are now.
You were and are a human being."

In the testimony Dr. Lejeune gave on The
Seven Human Embryos (Circuit Court for
Blount County, Tennessee at Maryville,
Equity Division, August 8-10, 1989) he
compared the chromosome to a mini-cas-
sette, in which a symphony is written, the
symphony of life. He explained that if
you buy a cartridge on which a Mozart
symphony has been recorded and insert it
in a player what is being reproduced is the
movement of air that transmits to you the
genius of Mozart. In making the analogy
he said, "It's exactly the same way that
life is played. On the tiny mini-cassettes
which are our chromosomes are written
various parts of the opus which is for
human symphony, and as soon as all the
information necessary and sufficient to
spell out the whole symphony (is
brought together), this symphony plays
itself, that is, a new man is beginning his
career...as soon as he has been con-
ceived, a man is a man."

Dr. Jerome Leeune of Paris, France is a medical
Doctor, a Doctor of Science and has been a
Professor of Fundamental Genetics for over 20
years. Dr. Lejeune discovered the genetic cause
of Down's Syndrome, receiving the Kennedy Prize
for the discovery and, in addition, received the
Memorial Allen Award Medal, the worldws highest
award for work in the field of Genetics. He
practiceshisprofession at he HospitaldesEnfants
Malades (Sick Chidren Hospital) in Paris where
he is in great demand as a consultant.
Dr. Lejeune is a member of the American Acad-

emy of Arts and Science, a member of The Royal
Society of Medicine in London, The Royal Society
of Science in Stockholm, the Science Academy in
Italy and in Argentina, The Pontifical Academy of
Science and The Academy of edaicine in France.

If you would like to obtain a copy of Dr. Lejcunei
testimony on The Seven Hwman Embryos send $4.00
to Human Life Alliance of MN, Inc., 3570
Lexington Ave. N.. Suite 301, St. Paul, MN 55126.

Life Begins at Conception Roe Decision Based on a Lie
Nonna McCorvey is te "Jane Roe" of Roe v. Wade. Early in 1970 she claimed that she
had been gang-raped and became pregnant as a result of the rape. Atorneys Sarah
Weddington and Linda Coffee, newly graduated from the University of Texas Law
School, needed a "client" in order to challenge Texas' 100-year-old law that banned
most abortions. They convinced Norma that she should be seeking an abortion instead
of arranging an adoption for her baby. The case was subsequently argued all the way to
the U.S. Supreme Court which resulted in the infamous Roe decision of 1973. In the
meantime the baby was born and released for adoption. In 1987, Norma McCorvey
admitted that she hadn't been raped at all but that the father was someone she knew and
thought she loved. 'Me whole story of the gang-rape was a lie. Now, in 1992, 28
million babies have been aborted as a result of Roe v. Wade and the companion
decision, Doe v. Bolton.

Surgery on Preborn Babies
There have been giant strides made in medical science in the past several years. On
May 30, 1990 surgeons in San Francisco proudly displayed a 9-month-old boy and a 6-
week-old girl who had undergone operations while still in the mother's womb to correct
fetal diaphragmatic hernias. During these operations the baby is partly removed from the
uterus, the internal organs are put back where they belong and the hole in the diaphragm
is covered. In 1986 a 23-week-old-baby was removed from his mother's womb, suc-
cessfully operated on to correct a blocked urinary tract and then returned to the womb.

Planned Parenthood
Ignores Own Advice

In 1963, a Planned Parenthood publica-
tion, Plan Your Children For Health and
Happiness, stated: "An abortion kills the
life of a baby after it has begun. It is
dangerous to your life and health." Yet in
Minnesota Planned Parenthood's Highland
Park Clinic has killed 37,000 babies since
1977. Planned Parenthood operates the
nation's largest national chain of abortion
facilities.

Abortions Done for
Sex Selection

National surveys in 1973 and 1988 by
social scientists and medical researchers
indicate that the percentage of the doctors
who do prenatal testing who approve of
prenatal diagnosis for sex selection rose
from 1% in 1973 to nearly 20% in 1988.
More and more babies are being aborted
simply because the parents were wishing
for a child of the opposite sex.

If faced with a possible crisis pregnancy
what steps should be taken? =^ e ̂̂ ^^:

1. It is implant to take time to examine the options available.
2. You should have a pregnancy test. There are many clinics that'
provide free pregnancy tests.
3. Talk to someone you trust. You are not alone and helpless in your
pregnancy. You may be pleased at the support your parents and
friends will give you. They may express surprise, anger, or disap-r

pointment at first, but give them a chance to support you. There are
crisis pregnancy centers with counselors who care and are trained to
help. They can help you explore all the options available to you.
See Resource List on page 5.
4. Get information concerning the development of your child Find
out the age of the baby and learn about his/her characteristics. -
5. Get information on groups that can help you carry your baby to
term and help during delivery. There are groups who can also assist
with medical care and housing, if you needit i a-,..*.- :-:-.-v : X :
6. Find agencies that can help you after the baby is 1ban. .''

7. Lean about adoption possibilities, in the event that you caret keep
the baby after he/she is born. -
8. Be fully informed about abortion. Get information on abortion
techniques. Get information on the possible physical and emotional

damage thatcan result after an abortion. Having an abortion is an
irreversibledecision. Take time to know what you are doing.

Remember the decision you make will affect you for the rest of your
life. Don't let anyone pressure you into a quick decision.
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CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTERS OFFER WOMEN THE FOLLOWING
{Strictly Confidential & Free of Charge)

FREE PREGNANCY TEST KIT
* Immediate attention for positive alternatives and long term goals.
* Emotional and practical support. Help in sorting out problems.
* Advice on how to continue school or job.

Counseling as needed with parents, boyfriend or husband.
Counselors work with doctors, hospitals and clinics which provide
low cost/free medical care..
Transportation to and from medical appointments can be arranged.
Housing arrangements.
Food, clothing, complete layette for baby, crib, playpen, car-seat, etc.
Arrange legalassistance if needed.
Help arrange financial Assistance.

LONG ISLAND
AAA PREGNANCY OPTIONS OF DEER PARK ...................................... 516-243-0066
immediate pregnancy test ....................................................................... 516-243-2373
Crises Pregnancy Aid .............................................................................. 516-223-7888
Project Jerem ia: 15 .................................................................................... 516-785-6450
BIRTHRIGHT OFFICES

Wantagh ....................... 516-785-4070 Farmingdale ................. 516-293-5999
East Quogue ................ 516-653-6053 Huntington .................... 516-427-4333
Islip ............................... 516-277-3888 Mastic Beach ................ 516-281-1112
Smithtown .................... 516-360-7707 Oyster Bay ................... 516-922-2662

QUEENS
Bridge To Life of Bayside.......................................................................... 718-225-2211

BROOKLYN
Center for Pregnant Women .................................................................... 718-625-780

Brooklyn & Queens
Diocese Respect Life Office:............................................................ 718-492-1800ex.60
Mother & Unborn Baby Love ..................................................................... 718-748-4992

MANHATTAN
Birthline Hotline *24 hrs.* ......................................................................... 212-206-0337
N.Y.Archdiocese Pregnancy Hotline .. ...................................... 800-592-HELP
Expectant Mother Care ............................................................................. 212-685-3320

STATEN ISLAND
Pregnancy Resources Services ................................... ............................. 718-667-6035
Crisis Pregnancy Center .......................................................................... 718-667-HELP

NEW JERSEY
Several Sources: Ramsey ........................................................................ 201-825-7277

MATERNITY AND BABY SUPPLIES ETC.
Mother's Helper: Bay Shore ..................................... ................................ 516-581-4468
Catholic Charities Food & Nutrition Program ........... (FAN) Main Office: 516-789-5239
WIC Program federally funded food & nutrition program
Nassau : ......................................................... 516-535-3449
Suffolk: ...................................................................................................... 516-853-3013
Growing Up Healthy Hotline...................................................................... 800-522-5006

Information on pre-natal care, nutrition, and expanded Medicaid benefits for mother and child.

HOMES FOR WOMEN IN CRISIS PREGNANCY These homes give women:

* a Loving place to stay with her baby * planning for the mother's
* parenting skills & baby's future
* independent living skills * assistance finding a job
* support to continue education * adoption information

* this is a partial list. There are some homes that work by referral.
CALVARY COMFORT - Riverhead .......................................................... 516-727-7878

under 18, family reconciliation adoption information
NORTHPORT CARE - East Northport...................................................... 516-266-3220
HOPE HOUSE MINISTRIES/SIENA HOUSE ........................ 516-473-6030/8779

Port Jefferson Station - * all ages, home for 6
MERCY HOUSE -Sayville........................................................................ 516-563-0454
ages 16-20,1 year program ............................................. office: 516-447-3978
REGINA RESIDENCE - Merrick ..................................... 800-287-BABY 516-223-2752

* all ages, home for 13, adoption information medicaid information
MAMA'S HOUSE - Malveme ........................................................... ........ 516-593-0079

ages 16-19, after birth home, 1 year program
GOOD COUNSEL HOUSE - Roosevelt .................................................... 516-223-1013

ages 14-18, after birth home, 18 month program, home for 6
BETHANY HOUSE -Brooklyn .................................................................. 718-574-6300

ages 16-21, home for 10 at 4 locations
GOOD COUNSEL INC .............................................................................. 718-727-8266

Good Counsel - Staten Island * Paraclete - Bronx *
Cardinal Cooke - Spring Valley - 3-12 month program, day care

CENTER FOR PREGNANT WOMEN of Brooklyn & Queens ................... 718-625-7800
medical care, social services

BRIDGE TO LIFE - Bayside - medical care, lamaze ................................. 718-225-2211
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER - Staten Island ..................................... 718-667-HELP
SEVERAL SOURCES - Ramsey N.J - 1 year program ............................ 201-825-7277

PARENTING OPTIONS
Offers counceling regarding placement for adoption.{ there is no pressure to place for adoption }

CATHOLIC HOME BUREAU .................................................................... 212-371-1000
Long Island residents - Complete adoption process

SPENCE-CHAPIN SERVICES ................................................................. 212-369-0300
* "Adoption Connection"; birth parent and adoptive parent work together on an

adoption plan.Counseling, health care and other services for the expectant mother.
LEGAL ACTION FOR WOMEN INJURED BY ABORTION

A non-profit group, specializing in helping women
find legal assistance after abortion injury .................. 800-U-CAN-SUE or 800-822-6783

PSYCHOLOGICAUEMOTIONAL/SPIRITUAL HELP
FOR WOMEN INJURED BY ABORTION

PROJECT RACHEL ............................................ dial R-A-C-H-E-L-L or 516-722-4355
Post abortion counseling for men & women

PROJECT JEREM IA: 15 ............................................................................ 516-785-6450
Post abortion counseling for men & women

RACHELS HO PE ...................................................................................... 718-798-2523
Counseling Offices in: Hicksville, Bronx, Manhattan, Westchester

WOMEN EXPLOITED BY ABORTION {WEBA} ....................................... 214-366-3600
national # - you will be referred to a local person.

CHASTITY-ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
The Long Island Coalition for Life offers a Chastity/Abstinence program to all High School and College
campus audiences. The concept of 'saved" sex, second virginity and practical real tips on maintaining a
chaste life style are disscussed. Hundreds of students have bennifitted from this 42 minute presentation
which takes a critical look at a self centered culture which promotes unhealthy life styles. Don't be caught
up in a cycle of deceit. Learn the facts and join the growing number of young adults who are choosing a
smarter way to live. Contact 516-243-1435 for more information.

WHY CHAS7TTY ?
FREEDOMS FROM: FREEDOMS TO

Pregnancy Cancer of the cervix * Develop friendship
Hurry up wedding Hazards of Birth Control * Help others
Adoption decision Self induced sterility * Understand sex
Abortion decision Being used * Resist temptation
Guilt Loss of reputation * Plan your future
Sexually transmitted diseases Ruining your future

CONTRACEPTION'S DECEPTION
* THE BIRTH CONTROL PILL - According to the Food and Drug Administration the "Pill' works in three
ways.

1) Temporary Sterilization; by preventing ovulation (it is estimated that the low dosage pills now in use
fail to suppress ovulation in 50% of the cycles).
2) Contraception; by interfering with the biological process which allows the transportation of sperm to
the ovum
3) ABORTION; by altering the lining of the womb to prevent the implementation of an already conceived
child.

* INTERUTERINE DEVICE (Also Called The (I.U.D.) - The W.U.D. is not a contraceptive. It does not stop
ovulation, it does not interfere with the transport of sperm, and it does not prevent conception.The W.U.D.'s
mode of action is to create a hostile and inflammatory invironment in the womb to such a degree that it will
force a newly conceived days old child to be expelled do to unfavorable conditions.
* DEPO-PROVERA - Depo-Provera, while labeled a long-term contraceptive is in fact an abortifacient,
since it prevents implementation of an already conceived child.
* NORPLANT - Norplant will suppress ovulation in approximately 50% of cycles. Progesterone will cause
the thickening of the cervical mucus, making it more difficult for sperm to migrate to the fallopian tubes and
it will alter the lining of the uterus , making it inhospitable to the implementation and continued existence of
an already conceived child.

NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
A healthy, safe alternative to the I.U.D. and the Pill and other birth control drugs and devices.
New methods of Natural Family Planning {this is not the old rythym method) are morally
acceptable, medically safe, and up to 99% effective in achieving, avoiding, or postponing
pregnancy. Many couples say Natural Family Planning also improves their marital
relationship. Studies show that the divorce rate among couples who practice Natural Family
Planning is only 2%
For more information call...........................................................................800-300-0250
Family Ministry Office, Rockville Centre Diocese ........................ 516-678-5800 ext. 206

MICHAEL FUND
PRO-LIFE GENETIC RESEARCH and SUPPORT SERVICES ............... 516-781-5274

PRO-LIFE LITERATURE, SPEAKERS, VIDEOS AND INFORMATION
Long Island Coalition for Life. ................................................. 516-243-1435

*- VOLUNTEERS NEEDED in all areas, please call us or one of the
numbers on this page.

PRO-LIFE GROUP FOR TEENS AND COLLEGE AGE
S .A ..L T ..................................................................................................... 516-243-1435

LEGAL COUNSEL
Legal Center for the Defense of Life ......................................................... 212-695-1940

MANHATTAN RIGHT TO LIFE ......................................................................... 212-947-2692
PROJECT LIFE-LINE ........................................................................................ 516-243-1435

If your Pro-Life group would like to be listed on this page, please send us all
appropriate information. - P.O.Box Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779-0223

9-M
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I I
This publication was prepared as a public service of Project Life Line/Long Island Coalition for Life to
assist women facing crisis pregnancies. Nothing contained herein should be considered as an
endorsement for any of the organizations listed. Project Life Line/Long Island Coalition for Life disclaims
any liability for any action of any organization or its personnel listed in this directory.

Don't be pressured into an abortion by your friends, family, doctor, boyfriend or husband.
* We offer alternatives to abortion.
* We give you the help you need to choose life for your baby.
* We sustain crises pregnancy centers where a pregnant women can obtain ANY HELP SHE NEEDS

MOTHER AND CHILD WE LOVE YOU BOTH, PLEASE LET US HELf
,!
a1
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Rape and incest are very emotional topics.
They often elicit in the general populace
feelings of revulsion; people draw back
from the issue of rape and incest, even from
the victims of rape and incest People don't
know how to handle a person who is in that
much pain. There is no quick fix....

Some people who are otherwise very pro-
life will condone abortion in rape and in-
cest cases because they don't know what
else to offer. And they will accept it as a
rare case. This pro-life difficultyin defend-
ing the unborn even in rape and incest
cases is largely due to ignorance because
the facts, as I have found them, show that
the victim's needs are not being served by
abortion. In fact, rape and incest victims
actually suffer considerablyfrom the abor-
tion.

The facts suggest that only a minority of
rape and incest victims actually choose
abortion'-so right there, one should pause
and reflect. Abortion is not usually chosen
as the immediate solution by rape and in-
cest victims but that is the prevailing belief
of the general population. A woman has
been raped and made pregnant: "Oh, she's
got to have an abortion." No one has
studied the rape and incest victims' needs;
abortion is presumed to fill their needs.

Abortion Adds to the Pain of Rape
Various studies and my own research in-

dicate that rape and incest victims fall into
the high-risk category of aborters, and the
existence of rape or incest is actually a con-
tradication for abortion. Jackie Bakker,
whose testimony is in my book, 2 says, "I
soon discovered that the aftermath of my
abortion continued a long time after the
memory of my rape had faded. I felt empty
and horrible. Nobody told me about the
emptiness and pain I would feel deep within
causing nightmares and deep depressions.
They had all told me that after the abortion
I could continue with my life as if nothing
had happened." This is the same story we
hear from a lot of aborted women. But for
the rape and incest victim it is an especially
keen story, because they have been told, "In
your situation that is the only thing you can
do." And they have been betrayed by that
advice.
Rape and incest victims are high-risk pa-

tients. We can identify high-risk patients
based on research of subjects which in-
clude those who are pro-choice. First, it
has been found that any element of coer-
cion puts a woman at high risk of suffering
later problems. Coercion may arise from
other people or due to circumstances. If a
woman feels pressured, she is entering the
realm of high risk because she may be
aborting against her innerfeeling that says
she should not.5 Second, any element of
ambivalence about abortion-if the woman
feels abortion is morally wrong or is not
sure, but goes ahead with the abortion -
will contribute to the feeling that she is
betraying her own value system. After-
wards, she may sufferfrom low self-esteem
and all the associated problems....

Victims Gave Reasons to Forego
Abortion

Perhaps the best study was done by Dr.
Sandra Mahkom, published in Psychologi-
cal Aspects of Abortion6 Dr. Mahkorn was
an experienced rape counselor who, in 1979,
identified 37 pregnant rape victims who

were treated by a social welfare agency. Of
these 37, only five chose to have an abor-
tion. Of the 28 who gave birth, 17 chose
adoption and 3 kept the child themselves;
for the remaining eight, research was un-
able to determine where the child was
placed.
Several reasons were givenfor not abort-

ing. First, several womenfelt that abortion
was another act of violence - that it was
immoral or murder. One said she would
only suffer more mental anguish from tak-
ing the life of a baby. Second, some saw an
intrinsic meaning or purpose to the child
Somehow this child was foisted into their
lives but, on the other hand, they sensed
some sort of hidden purpose behind it. And
although not responsiblefor having brought
the child into being, it had happened, and
the consequencescouldbe livedwith. Third,
at a subconscious level, the rape victim
feels that if she can get through the preg-
nancy she will have conquered the rape.
Outlasting pregnancy shows she is better
than the rapist who brutalized her. Giving
birth, then, is the way rape victims seek to
reclaim their self-esteem. It is a totally
selfless act, a generous act, especially in
light of the pressure to abort. It is a wayfor
them to display their courage and strength
to survive even a rape.
In her study, Mahkorn found that feelings

or issues relating to the rape experience
were the primary concern for most of the
pregnant rape victims - not pregnancy.
While 19% - a significant number -
placed primary emphasis on their need to
confront their feelings about the pregnancy,
including feelings of resentment and hostil-
ity towards the unborn child, the primary
difficulty they experienced with the rape
pregnancy was pressure from other people
who saw the pregnancy as a blot to be elimi-
nated. Family and friends just weren't sup-
portive of the woman's choice to bear the
child.
Dr. Mahkorn also found that, in the group

who carried their pregnancies to term, the
majority saw their attitude toward the child
improve consistently throughout the preg-
nancy. [F]or none did their attitude grow
worse. None, at the end of pregnancy,
wished she had decided on an abortion.
Abortion therefore inhibits the healing to
the rape victim and reinforces negative at-
titudes.

Abortion Reinforces Woman's
Powerlessness
[A]nother example from my book is Va-
nessa Landry, another rape victim who
said," I didn't really want to have the abor-
tion. I have always been against abortion
all my life. People think that whenever
anyone is raped, they have to have an abor-
tion. My social workerjust kept telling me
all kinds of things to encourage me to have
theabortion. They didn't give me any other
option except to abort They said that if I
went on to have the baby I wouldn't have
any way of supporting it. The doctor and
social worker who led me to have the abor-
tion shouldn't have. I would rather have
gone on and had the child anyway on my
own account. But they pressured me into
the abortion, saying welfare wouldn't pay
me for giving birth, but would pay for the
abortion since they were saying I was going
to die because I was diabetic. They said I
Rape and Incest cont. on p.10

If he is not alive,
why is he growing?

If he is not a human being,
what kind of being is he?

If he is not a child,
why is he sucking his thumb?

If he is a living,
human child,

why is it legal to kill him?

. a i The Abortion Ex
BinnhmOther Rape and Incest
0% L. * .- . by David C. Reardon

perience for Victims of

snose
Adoption...
Te6 Loving
Alternative

My life was just beginning. I had graduated from high school and was planning to
start college in the fall, but my plans were interrupted.

I had been feeling sick for awhile. I thought that it was because of all the excitement
and change that had been taking place the past couple of months. It was, but not the
change of high school to college. This change was much more significant. This change
was a baby.

When I found out for sure that I was pregnant my mind went racing. It wasn't enough
to just say that I was scared - I was terrified. What was I going to do? I knew that I
couldn't have an abortion because no matter how much trouble I thought I was in or
how bad I felt, I knew I would feel worse knowing that I had murdered my child. So, I
chose adoption.

My first instincts told me that I needed to raise this child on my own. I thought that I
could give it love and do my best to take care of it and that would be all it needed. But
soon after I examined this decision more closely, I saw that this child needed much
more than I could ever give it. I didn't have a job or a car and I didn't want to depend
on my parents to take care of me and my child. I knew that this beautiful human being
that was growing in my body needed a home. A home with a mother and a father that
could love it with all their hearts and also be able to take care of it financially. Adop-
tion seemed to be the only RIGHT choice.
I chose to go to a Christian adoption agency. The people who worked there cared very

much for me and for my baby. Together we talked about how my life would be if I kept
this baby or if I placed my baby for adoption. We also talked about how my baby's life
would be if I chose to parent or if I placed my child for adoption. They tried to prepare
me for the great feelings of grief and anguish that I would have when I left the baby in
the hospital. But we also talked about the joy that would be experienced by the adop-
tive parents when they got to take my baby home. By far the good points of adoption
outweighed my raising this child.

This was not an easy nine months by any stretch of the imagination. I prayed daily
that the Lord would place my baby in a Christian home that was abounding with love
and joy. He did.
It has been a while now since my baby has been adopted and I miss her very much.

But even greater are my feelings of warmth and security knowing that she is being
loved and taken care of better than I could ever have imagined.

Printed with permission of the birth mother and Mid-South Christia Services.
Every year over two million requests for adoption go unsatisfied.
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Answers to Abortion I.Q. Quiz

1.) C; 2.) B (False - The California Journal of September, 1970,
states, '...everyone knows that human life begins at conception and is
continuous, whether intra or extra-uterine until death."); 3.) D; 4.) B;
5.) D; 6.) D; 7.) C; 8.) A; 9.) B; 10.) B (False - Doctor C. Everett
Koop states that child abuse has climbed by at least 500% since 1973
(Abortion in America, 1980); 11.) B.
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If you chose the unborn child, sorry you're wrong -- at least according
to the law of the land, U. S. Code, Title 16, Section 668, the eagle takes
precedence. A person who kills, damages, transports a bald eagle, its
egg, or nest is subject to a fine of up to $5,000.00 or imprisonment for up
to one year or both (first offense). Whereas, not only is there no penalty
for aborting an unborn child, doctors get paid exorbitant fees for destroying
the child in the womb.

Does something seem wrong to you? It is! If you are troubled by this
injustice help us save the unborn babies and educate the public to the
harsh realities of abortion. If you or someone you know is facing a
crisis pregnancy, we'd like to help. We can refer you for specific needs.
All human life is sacred! There are many alternatives to abortion!

Project Life Line/Long Island Coalition for Life (516) 243-1435

Suction-Aspiration: The method of abor-
tion most commonly used for early pregnan-
cies. The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic
tube into the dilated uterus. The tube is
connected to a powerful suction apparatus.
The suction tears the baby's body into pieces.

Dilitation and curettage (D and C): Simi-
lar to the suction procedure except the abor-
tionist inserts a tiny hoe-like instrument into
the uterus. With this, he cuts the baby into
pieces and scrapes her out into a basin.
Bleeding is usually profuse.

Dilitation and evacuation (D and E): Used
after 12 weeks. A pliers-like instrument is
needed because the baby's bones are calci-
fied, as is the skull. The abortionist inserts
the instrument into the uterus, seizes a leg-or
other part of the body and, with a twisting
motion, tears it from the baby's body. The
spine must be snapped and the skull crushed
to remove them.

Salt poisoning (saline injection): This is
.used after 16 weeks. A long needle is in-
serted through the mother's abdomen into
the baby's sac. Some fluid is removed and a
strong salt solution is injected. The solution
is swallowed and "breathed" and slowly
poisons the baby. He kicks and jerks vio-
lcntly as he is literally being burned alive.

Hysterotomy or Caesarean Section: Used
mainly in the last three months of preg-
nancy, the womb is entered by surgery
through the wall of the abdomen. The tiny
baby is removed and allowed to die by
neglect or direct act.

Prostaglandin chemical abortion: This
form of abortion uses chemicals, developed
by the Upjohn Pharmaceutical Co., which
cause the uterus to contract intensely, push-
ing out the developing baby. In one article,
one of the complications listed with this
method was "live birth." In fact, the two
most "dreaded" complications for an abor-
tionist are a dead mother or a live baby.

Animal Rights vs.
Human Rights

WHICH- IS MORE
VALUABLE?

(Please check box)

Holocaust II
Who are these children not yet born,
From mothers' wombs
So cruelly torn?
Each one is a giftlfrom God above.
What crimes or offenses
Were they guilty of?
Did they perhaps get in someone's way,
These helpless victims ofAmerica*s moral decay,
Carried to their death
While still in the womb?
Nevertheless, they merit
Neither headstone nor tomb.
Millions of them
Have now been killed,
Their human adventure forever stilled,
Cut down like weeds
Before their birth,
Never to marvel
At God's beautiful earth.
How cold and ruthless has man become
That he'd slay his own daughter or son!
To what hellish depths have we sunk
As a nation
To allow this destruction
Of God's most precious creation?

AnonymousDAN UNBORN EAGLE DAN UNBORN CHILD

Abortion Techniques Described
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Carol Everett was involved in the abortion
industry in the Dallas/ftWorth, Texas, area
from 1977 until 1983. As drector of four
clinics, owner of two, Ms. Everett was respon-
sible for the clinics'daily operation. Everett,
who had an abortion soon after it became legal
in 1973, now speaks out on...

"What I Saw in the
Abortion Industry"

What is the governing force
behind the abortion industry?
A. Money. It is a very lucrative

bus . It is the largest unregulated indus-
try in our nation. Most of the clinics are run
in chains because it is so profitable.

How much money were you
making in the abortion
industry before you quit?

A. I was getting a commission of $25.00 on
every abortion I "sold". In 1983, the year I
got out, I would have pocketed approxi-
mately $250,000. But, in 1984 we expected
to be operating five clinics, terminating about
40,000 pregnancies, and with that projection
I planned to net $1 million. Money, Money,
Money - that's where my heart was.

Why do you refer to "selling"
abortions?
A. The product, abortion, is skill-

fully marketed and sold to the woman at the
crisis time in her life. She buys the product,
finds it defective and wants to return it for a
refund. But, it's too late. Her baby is dead.

In what way is the woman
deceived?
A. In two ways - the clinic per-

sonnel and the marketers must deny the per-
sonhood of the child and the pain caused by
the procedure. Every woman has two ques-
tions, "Is it a baby?" and "Does it hurt?" The
abortionistmustanswer"NO!" He/shermust
lie to secure the consent of the woman and
the collection of the clinic's fee. The women
were told that we were dealing with a "prod-
uct of conception" or a "4glob of tissue."
They were told that there would be only
slight cramping, whereas, in reality, an
abortion is excruciatingly painful.

Qa What type of counseling was
offered at the clinics?
A. In the clinics in which I was

involved we didn't do any real counseling.
We answered only the questions the woman
asked and tried not to "rock the boat." We
did not discuss alternatives to abortion un-
less the woman forced us to. We sold abor-
tions.

Q What method of abortion
did your clinics use?
A. For the most part, the abortion

industry stopped using saline and
prostaglandin procedures because of the
number of live births. A live birth means
you have to let the baby die, or dispose of it
in some distasteful way. Most second and
third trimester abortionists use the D & E
(dilation and evacuation) method. The
abortionist uses large forceps to crush the
baby inside the mother's uterus and remove
it in pieces. The side effects of live births
and the mother going through labor are
avoided. But it is a horrible procedure in
which the baby must be re-constructed out-
side the uterus to be certain all the parts have
been removed.

Carol Everett

Q How did you dispose of an
aborted baby?
A. In our clinics, we put them

down the garbage disposal. We used the
heavy duty model. Some second and third
trimester babies' muscle structure is so strong
that the baby will not come apart, so they
must be disposed of through trash recep-
tacles.

Q Abortion is supposed to be a
"'safe" experience. What
complications did you witness?

A. We were doing a one-day traumatic
dilation, which has a higher rate of compli-
cation. In the last 18 months I was in the
business, we were completing over 500 abor-
tions monthly and killing or maiming one
woman out of 500. Common complications
that take place are perforations or tears in the
uterus. Many of those result in hysterecto-
mies. The doctor might cut or harm the
urinary tract, which then requires surgical
repair. A complication that is rarely publi-
cized is the one in which the doctor perfo-
rates the uterus and pulls the bowels through
the vagina, resulting in colostomy. Some of
those can be reversed, some must live with
the colostomy for the remainder of their
lives.

Q How did you keep these
complications and deaths from
the public?

A. The woman would be loaded into my car
(an ambulance outside an abortion clinic is
terrible advertising) and transported to a
hospital that would protect the doctor and
the abortion clinic's reputation. The con-
cern is not with the patient only in keeping an
unblemished reputation. You haveabuilt-in
cover-up with thepatients' family. Theyare
dealing with their guilt and emotions over
the situation and do not want to deal with the
added pressure of exposing the truth through
the media.

Why did you get out of the
abortion business?
A. Two things came into play at

about the same time. I experienced a pro-
foundly religious transformation--a conver-
sion. At about the time I was having second
thoughts a Dallas television station did an
expose disclosing the abortions performed
at my clinic on non-pregnant women - all
for money! I finally realized, "We weren't
helping women - we were destroying them
-and their children." By then my transfor-
mation was complete and I knew that I not
only had to stop being involved with abor-
tions but I had to help promote the truth.

Rape and Incest cont. from p.8
was just another minority bringing a child
into the world and there were too many al-
ready.'"7 Here is a woman who is being
victimized not only because she is a rape
victim, but also because she is black and a
minority and she has a low income. That is
one of the stories that upsets me the most
What I really see happening in our society

is that abortion is the solutionfor the people
wedon'twant. And that attitude-thatthis
is the only option we are going to offer
people in difficult circumstances -is hei-
nous. Abortion does nothing to help the
victims of rape. Instead it encourages a
woman only to vent her anger in revenge
against the unborn child. It pits the mother
against the child, which is not good for
either.

On the other hand, childbirth can be a
victory. For the majority of pregnant rape
victims who wisely choose to forego abor-
tion, childbirth is the choice of triumph
over rape. It is a choice that says, "Rape
will not dictate my life." It allows them to
show their own courage and generosity.
When the need of pregnant rape victims is
carefully examined, it can be shown the
abortion is not necessary and indeed is very
likely to hinder recovery by increasing
feelings of guilt, shame and low self-es-
teem.

Like Incest, Abortion Promotes
Silence
Incest victims face similar problems. In-

cest is a very complex issue and it is hard to
say much in a very short period of time, but
the vast majority of incest victims want to
carry their pregnancy to term. These are
young girls for whom pregnancy is a way to
break out of an incestuous relationship with
their father, whom they may love despite
their confusion and resentment about the
way they have been used as sexual objects.
Since they still love the father, having the
child can not only help c xpose the incestu-
ous relationship but also give hope of be-
ginning a truly loving relationship.

In studies of incest victims, the vast ma-
jority choose to carry the pregnancy to
term." Those in the minority who have an
abortion do so only under pressure from
their parents to conceal the incestuous rela-
tionship. Because incest is a familypathol-

ogy that involves father, mother and daugh-
ter, all are involved in a conspiracy of si-
lence.9

I interviewed Edith Young, now 38 years
old, who was a rape and incest victim at 12
years of age. To cover up the incident, her
parents procured an abortion for her without
telling her what was to happen. The emo-
tional and physical scars of incest and abor-
tion still last to this day. She said, "I was
being sexually attacked, threatened by him
and betrayed by Mom's silence-the abor-
tion which was to be in 'my best interest' has
not been...it only 'saved their reputations,'
solved their problems and allowed their lives
to go merrily on. 10

Pro-life persons don't have any reason to
be ashamed to defend a pro-life view in the
case of rape or incest. The ones who need to
be ashamed are the pro-abortionists who
have been exploiting the problems of rape
and incest victims, confusing the public and
promoting abortion for their own social en-
gineering goals. To my knowledge, pro-
abortionists have never yet brought together
a group of rape and incest victims who
carried their pregnancies to term who said,
"Oh, that was the worst thing I ever did.
Why didn't somebody give me an abortion
when I needed it?"
We, on the other hand, can produce women

who took the advice of the pro-abortionists,
had the abortion and now say, 'This abortion
ruined my life. What were you telling me?"
We need to join rape and incest victims in
demanding that pro-abortionists stop ex-
ploiting the pain of innocent women's prob-
lems for their own political ends.

'POegrancy xnd Sexual Assault. Sandr Mahkom. in The Psychological
Aspects ofAbortion, ed. Mall and Watte (1979), pp. 53-72.

3Aborted Woaw: Siem No moe. David C. Reardon (1987). pp, 206
210.

*IIText omittedi
'Outcome Following Thmrapeutic Aborion. Paync et *I.. Arch. Gen.

PBychiatry 33:725S733 (Junc 1976).
*Supra, note 1.
7Supra, note 2. pp. 276-278.

Tlhe ence of Incest: Giving and Taking Life. Maloof. in 77T
PsychdogicalAspecso fAboruM.ed. Mai i Was(1979) pp.73-1 l 0.
*Father-Daughter Inkest - Tmatmut of the Family. Kcmx*. Laval

Medicaa 40:946-950 (1969).
I'Suprc now 2, pp. 212-218.

Dawid C. Reardon is Director of the Elliot Institute
for Social Sciences Research and author of the
book 'Abofted Women: Silent No More' (1987).
This article appeared in A ssociation for Interdisci-
plinary Research Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. X. Fall,
1988 pp. 4-6. Reprinted with permission.
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Possible Effects on Your Body

Immediate
*Intense pain *Punctured uterus -Excessive bleeding

*Infection *Parts of baby left inside *Shock/Coma
*Damage to other organs -Death

Later
-Inability to become pregnant again *Miscarriage/Stillbirths

*Tubal Preganancies *Premature births
*Pelvic inflammatory disease *Hysterectomy

"People do not understand that there are thousands of serious physical complications
from abortion every year in this country."

Dr. Bernard Nathanson, OB Gyn.
(former abortionist)

Possible Effects on Your Emotions

The Most Common
*Guilt *Desire to become pregnant again

-Depression/Crying *Inability to forgive yourself -Intense grief/sadness
*Anger/Rage *Emotional numbness

*Sexual problems *Lowered self-esteem
*Nightmares *Anorexia or other eating disorders

*Drug or alcohol abuse -Suicidal urges

"Abortion has a painful aftermath, regardless of the woman's religious beliefs, or how
positive she may have felt beforehand about her decision to abort."

Vincent Rue, Ph.D.
Psychologist

Ten years ago yesterday, I carried you
beneath my heart. Ten years ago today, I
stopped the beating of your heart. I, your
mother, the one who gave you life, also gave
you death.
It's been a decade and still my blood runs

cold and I catch my breath whenever I hear
the word "abortion." There's an emptiness
inside of me that can never be filled, a chill
that has never quite been warmed, a grief
that will never end. To me you will forever
remain an unfinished song, a flower that
never bloomed, a sunrise clouded by rain.

Even during your last fragile moments of
life, I wondered, "Is my baby a boy or a
girl?" The question ran through my mind
again and again as I tried to block out the
sickening sounds of you being suctioned
from my womb and from my life. I seemed
to have a burning need to know whether I
would have had a son or a daughter, yet
somehow I couldn't bear to ask such an
indelicate question of the doctor who stood
smiling above me. Instead, I simply nodded
in defeat and sadness as this man in white

patted my trembling hand and said, "Now-
aren't you glad it's all over?"

As I lay there drowning in my own blood,
tears and sweat, I could hear the nurses
chattering about co-workers, new cars and
clothes.
To these people, the extermination of your

life was simply a job - "making a living by
destroying the living." To those gathered in
that sunny room in Philadelphia 10 years
ago, it was just another day. To me, it was
the darkest day I had ever known.
"'The Abortion" - the most heart-wrench-

ing, terrible experience I had suffered through
in my 18 years; certainly the most painful
experience suffered by you in your three
short months. It has taken me all these years
to get over it.
Now - as my eyes fill with tears, I realize

that this is something I will never "get over."
That fateful April day has replayed itself
over and over in my mind like a horror movie
one forces oneself to watch, then can never
forget ...
Even in my distraught state of mind, I knew

that there were other choices. I was simply
too scared to consider the alternatives. Still
a child myself, I "wasn't ready" to be a
mother.
What I didn't realize then was that I already

was a mother. You became my child at the
moment of conception; my love for you
began when your life began, and although
your life ended, that love has never died.

Your silent screams have awakened me
from sleep many times over the years, and I
have lain in the dark and mourned the loss of
the baby I killed. There have even been
times when I've contemplated ending my
own life as I ended yours.

It's been 10 years and still I haven't for-
given myself. Have you forgiven me? Has
God forgiven me for destroying a being
created by Him?
I've had many nightmares through the years.
Scenes of a tiny fetus in a trash bag haunt my
subconscious. I'veawakenedinacoldsweat,
again feeling the excruciating pain of that
long-ago day. I recall the intense physical
pain of the abortion - but those 10 min-

utes of hurt were nothing compared to the 10
years of pain I've lived with since.

For years my heart has ached to write you
this letter, but whenever I attempted to put
my feelings into words, I found the blank
pages covered with tears rather than with
ink. For some reason, though, tonight was
different....
Perhaps this letter was meant to be written

in order to help others to avoid the agony I
experienced, to help other young girls "in
trouble," as I was IO years ago, to realize that
there are alternatives to abortion....
If this letter prevents even one abortion, it

will have served a purpose. But Baby, my
purpose in sending this letter to you is to let
you know that I love you - whoever you
are.. And I'm sorry.

Love, Mommy

Printed with permission from Our Sunday Visitor
and Linda Oatrnan.

Post Abortion Syndrome
(Women suffering mental and emotional anguish following an abortion)

Dr. Anne Speckhard, Ph.D, in her study on Post Abortion Syndrome, found
the following effects on women.

Events Related to Abortion

- 23% had hallucinations related to the abortion
- 35% perceived visitation from the aborted child
- 54% had nightmares related to the abortion
* 69% experienced feelings of "craziness"
- 73% had flashbacks of abortion experience
* 81% had a preoccupation with the aborted child

Most Common Behavioral Problems After Abortion

- 61% increased their use of alcohol
- 65% had thoughts of suicide
- 69% were sexually inhibited
- 73% had flashbacks of the abortion
* 77% experienced an inability to communicate
- 81% experienced frequent crying

For those suffering from PAS, help and healing is available:
*Post-Abortion individual counseling is offered by American Rights Coalition at
1-800-634-2224.

*See resources listed on page 5.

A Mother's Anguished Letter to Her Aborted Child
Even after years have intervened, a woman cannot forget the life that her decision took
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"When my
best friend
got pregnant,
.I told hers not

to make the
same mistake

"I know exactly how she felt when she found out she
was pregnant. She thought it could never happen to
her. She was really scared and confused.
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"'l told her to take the im e t o u n d ers ta n d m o r e a b o u t h er dev elop in g b a n d t he pened to me. I remember people telling me I S
help available to her." get an abortion - that it was the easiest thing

was so afraid of everybody finding out that I v
pregnant, and I didn't take the time to find out
my options were. I didn't realize how an abor
might affect me emotionally.
Since my abortion, I've learned that there are

groups of people who can help you when you'
pregnant, scared and confused. Now I know tl
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would not have aborted my baby.
So, I told my best friend not to make the same mistake

I did. Even though she was scared, I told her to take the
time to understand more about her developing baby
and the help available to her. Life is just too important.
It's the best advice I've ever given to a friend."

There are alternatives to abortion...
r1_ _e _ - -

6ee insiae tor groups in your local area who are
dg| ready to help you.

The feet of a 10 week-old preborn baby

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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